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EDITORIAL
together a collection of photographs
marking the progress of the school's
building over the years.

Left to right: A. Willis (Editor), T. Martin
(Photographer).

HE YEAR 1983 has been a very
T successful
one for P. L. C. and
many of its events will, I feel sure,
remain in the memories of P.L.C.ites
for many years to come. We began the
year impressively by gaining a record
breaking win in the Independent Girls
Schools' Swimming Carnival. Later in
the year P.L.C. staged a magnificf'nL
production of "Oh! What a Lovely
War" in conjunction with Christchurch
and, during the August holidays, the
Pipe and Concert Bands went interstate, proving conclusively to many
t'othersiders that W.A. does have
something more to offer than black
swans and sandhills, in the musical line
anyway.
Nineteen eighty-three marked the end
of an extensive building programme at
P.L.C. The buildings and the new facilities they provide have undoubtedly
improved the school as a whole. This
year then, seemed an appropriate time
to look back at P.L.C. as it was before
the changes. The decision to include a
selection of old photos resulted in the
production of the 1983 Kookaburra in
an old-fashioned style. After many hours
of rummaging through files kept under
lock and key (almost) by the fearsome
guardians of the P.L.C. archives,
carrying out hit, pinch and run raids
on the photograph albums in Miss
Barr's waiting area, and attacks of hysteria on finding several well known, but
slightly "younger" faces staring up at us
from yellowing dog-eared editions of
Kookaburra (look after your 1983 copy
carefully!), we succeeded (?) in putting

Looking back with nostalgia seems to
be a quality that is (dare I say it, Miss
Reilly) inherent in Man. It is inevitable
that we will all look back at 1983 and
remember, but for the girls of Year 12
it will always hold a special place in
their memories. Sports events, drama,
debating and music will all flash from
our memory banks whenever the code
1983 is entered, along with exam.
results, Physics tests, Lit. assignments,
detentions, Guide questions, Hamlet,
beret "extravaganzas" and berets "most
boring" (or better still at the bottom of
your bag!), the "litter problem" and
other details. Of these memories, the
most pleasant of all will be the many
faces associated with our time at
P.L.C. (Can you name ten teachers you
would find pleasant to remember?)
Life does not consist entirely of
looking back and the traumas of trying
to decide upon future employment or
tertiary studies have made this abundantly clear to all Year 12s. No longer a
part of the secure body of P.L.C. we
will be thrust into the turbulent stream
of life, very much alone in our newfound individuality. In a world torn by
wars and beset with social, economic
and political problems each of us will
begin the task of carving out a new
niche in which to live. But for how long
will we be free to decide our fate I
wonder, with George Orwell's 1984 just
around the corner? Will Big Brother
plan our every move in years to come or

Kookaburra Committee

will the Women's Libbers triumph and
install a Big Sister? If the world must
come to this, for heaven's sake P.L.C.ites, let's make sure she's one of us, an
initiate of the Beret and Black Watch
Brigade!
Despite Orwell's predictions, I think
it more likely that life both within and
outside P.L.C. will continue much as it
has always done. The very best of luck
to the staff and girls remaining and to
those of my vintage (and an excellent
one it is too!) who go forth to face life's
challenges and (hopefully) reap its
rewards.
Thank you, P.L.C., for five very
enjoyable years.

AMANDA WILLIS

THANK YOUS

A MILLION thanks are not enough
for all those who helped me to
produce Kookaburra. Mrs. MacMahon,
Tanya, Sarah, Liz and all others
involved in the media side of things,
your efforts were superb and the long
afternoons and weekends spent in the
media rooms much appreciated. Thank
you to Jane, Carolyn, Nicole, Sharon,
Annique and Nicolee for helping to put
the magazine together and putting up
with my third term tantrums, and to
everyone who contributed reports and
drawings. Special thanks to Mrs. Mac.
and Mrs. Godwin for their help and
advice, Mr. Mansey for his patience
and sense of humour, the ladies in the
office who did a sterling job with the
typing and my family for their support
and understanding.
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HEAD PREFECT
One of the highlights of my year was
having the opportunity to attend the
Garden Party held at Government
House in honour of the Prince and
Princess of Wales.

H. de Burgh (Senior Prefect)

THIS year has been a great experience
for me, as I'm sure it has for all the
other officials. After the induction service we realised that this was it! We
were the seniors of the school and had
lots to do.
Many exciting and challenging events
occurred throughout the year. The
school dance for both Years 11 and 12,
the inter-school swimming, band trips
and ski tours to mention a few.
It was wonderful to be involved with
P.L.C. in the year that we won the
record seventh successive swimming
trophy. I was very proud of the school's
swimmers and spectators and hope they
keep the spirit and enthusiasm running
in years to come.

The Year 12 School Dance was a great
success although I often feared it would
never be organised in time. Fortunately
it was, and I would like to thank evt>rvbody involved with the preparationthe Year 12s for their seemingly endless
flower-making sessions and the mothers,
who provided a lovely supper, have my
special thanks.
Both the performing and functional
arts ran very smoothly with many girls
being involved. The band trip to Townsville and Alice Springs was also a huge
success and one in which everyone was
pleased to be involved.

One of the major tasks of the year
was to try and encourage the girls to
wear their uniforms correctly. This
may not seem a big job but I soon
realised it was. There seems to be a disappointing lack of pride on the part of
many girls in their appearance, which
is strange because it is a very smart uniform when worn properly. The Student
Council members composed songs and
dance routines about the berets and
performed them to the school. Although
this had some success it was short-lived.
I wish next year's seniors the best of
luck!

Helen de Burgh

This year I have learnt more about
the school and its operation than I
would have thought possible. So much
happens behind the scenes which few
girls would be aware of. The allocation
of awards is a good example.
My duties as Head Prefect would
have been virtually impossible without
all your support, especially the Year
12s. Thank you all very much. A very
big "thank you" must go to Kerry,
Nicki and Anna for their continual
help throughout the year and to the
Student Council and House officials for
all their co-operation.

PORTRAIT
o

the final day of second term, last
year's Year 12s presented a portrait of
our Principal, Miss Heather M. R.
Barr, to the school. They commissioned
Mrs. Aurelie Yeo to paint the portrait,
and it is now on display in the corridor
outside the school office. Many thanks
to the Year 12s for their gift to P. L. C.

My special thanks go to Miss Barr,
Mrs. Day and Mrs. Godwin for all their
help and advice.
Finally, I wish everyone the very best
of luck for 1984, especially the officials,
and Danielle Benda, 1984 Head Prefect. I hope you will all give them as
much support as you gave to me and to
the other officials of 1983.

V1ITDRY

i

HELEN de BURGH
=AUSTlI<tPlLI

A II

=

-CENSORED-

CONGRATULATIONS to Jody's dad
for winning the America's Cup!
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BOARDING HOUSE
MOdescends
DAY, 7th February ... chaos
upon the P.L.C. Board-

It may seem an enormous task but
with the willing help others give it is
made much smoother. Just remember
that time passes before your very eyes,
so don't put things off to do later, as
"later" never comes. The year passes so
quickly, make the most of it, and, best
of luck to everyone in the Boarding
House in the years to come.

ing House. Girls from near and far
arriving back to face a new year, disappointed that the holidays have ended
but excited and overjoyed to see old
friends once again.
The first Saturday of term saw the
girls from 2 View Street board the Rottnest Islander for the annual visit to
"Rotto". Despite the sunburnt noses
and a few stinger bites, the day was
thoroughly enjoyed by all.

ANNA MILES

A. Miles (Senior Boarder)
As the weeks quickly slipped by, girls
settled down into their old (or new)
routines. Several enjoyable socials were
held for girls in all years, while some
years accepted invitations to attend
socials from other schools as well.
Several sporting afternoons were
arranged with some of the boys'
schools, giving us the chance to show
our skills and talent and to meet some
new faces. Many of us also had the
opportunity to attend a number of
ballets, the Pirates of Penzance, the
Peking Opera and the Greatest Circus
on Earth, the circus being particularly
popular.
Early in April the boarders helped
once again with the Red Cross Door
Knock Appeal. There were many willing helpers which made the task easy
and we successfully raised about $600.
At the beginning of the year, the
Mothers' Auxiliary kindly donated a
video recorder to the Boarding House,
which has been very popular. Two very
profitable Boarders' Markets, one in
first term and another in second term,
have been held. Thanks must go to
those who provided the produce, and to
those who made the purchases. With
the profits from the first market we
were able to buy a freezer for the tuckshop, which has been very successfulespecially in breaking those strict diets!
After the second market we were able
to buy the Year lOs their long-awaited
colour television.
At the beginning of second term
Years 6-11 went to El Caballo Blanco
for the term outing. A tour of the
stables in the morning was followed by
a sumptuous smorgasbord lunch, and

during the afternoon there was a dazzling display by the performing horses.
I would like to thank Miss Barr for
her continued help and understanding
and Mrs. Horton and the Boarding
House Mistresses for their support and
the assistance they have given. Many,
many thanks must go to Katie Oakley
(the Deputy) for her loyalty, helpful
advice and tireless efforts. My sincerest
thanks to all the Year 12s for their
untiring support throughout the year.
Without their dedicated and willing
help my position would have been
made more difficult. It is not until you
reach the senior years of the Boarding
House that you appreciate the value of
Boarding House life and realise how
close all the members are to each other.
My year as Senior Boarder has been a
tremendous experience, with its good
times and bad. It has been a time of
learning to listen to other people's
points of view, to be more tolerant and
understanding. The Boarding House
has given to me as much as I have given
to it.
I would like to wish next year's Senior
Boarder, Gillian More, and the other
Boarding House prefects the best of
luck.

BOARDING HOUSE PREFECTS. Left to
right: K. Oakley, A. Miles, R. Abbott.
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STUDENT COUNCIL

a group of motivated.
aggressive Year 12 students gather
fortnightly to thrash over the many
problems lurking within the confines
of P.L.C., many mighty plans are
formulated.
WHEN

This year, our ideas of reform have
included a review of the current sports
and arts awards system and methods of
combating the noise problem in the
library. Another issue heartily discussed was the uniform situation,
dramatically portrayed by a musical
"Beret Extravaganza" performed by
the Student Council during one
assembly.
On behalf of the members of the
Student Council, I would like to thank
Miss Barr, Mrs. Day, Mrs. Pears and
Miss Boucker for their direction and
support throughout the year.

ANNA GUBBAY

STUDENT COUNCIL. Standing, left to right: L. Rorrison, S. Clement, K. Oakley,
N. Shepherd, A. Seymour, J. Silbert, J. Sanders, R. Maclean, N. Fitch. Seated:
H. Williams, K. Luck, H. de Burgh, N. Wendt, A. Miles, A. Gubbay.

SPEECH NIGHT 1982
DECEMBER 1982 - and the Perth
Concert Hall was filled to capacity
for yet another successful and enjoyable
Speech Night.
The audience was entertained by the
school orchestra until the official party
arrived. The evening's programme then
got under way with the singing of "God
Save the Queen". This was followed by
a prayer led by Rev. Williams and an
address by Mr. Benson, Chairman of
the School Council. In his speech Mr.
Benson discussed the state of the new
buildings under construction in McNeil
Street, the dangers of alcohol abuse,
and the outstanding achievements of
several ex-P.L.C. students in 1982. He
paid tribute to Mr. Page, the late
Director of Music, who did so much for
P.L.C., not only in matters musical,
and informed us of the decision to rename Studio I in the Music Department as the Eric Page Studio. We were
then addressed by Miss Barr, who spoke
of events throughout the year and
reminded us that how we cope with, or
react to, events in life depends on our
attitude to life as a whole. Miss Barr's
report was followed by the Moderator's

message, and an excellent performance
by the school choir.
We were very fortunate to have as
our guest speaker Mrs. Julie Lewis, an
accomplished author and teacher, who
delivered a very interesting speech on
the fascinating power of words, and
how literature can enrich one's life.
Mrs. Lewis then presented the prizes.
After the prize-giving, the audience
was entertained by the school's dance
group, the pipe and drum band, the
orchestra and the senior band. We were
treated to a variety of items, ranging
from a traditional Scottish sword dance
to the band's excellent presentation of
"The Battle Hymn of the Republic".
The evening was rounded off with
the traditional singing of "Lord,
Dismiss us with Thy Blessing" and the
Benediction. The Year 12 girls then
made their exits to the strains of "Auld
Lang Syne", bringing tears to the eyes
of many and providing a fitting conclusion to a most enjoyable and memorable
Speech Night.

JANE SANDERS
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COT AND RELIEF
that many shoppers found it easier
donate than think of an excuse.

.0

On the 13th of June, approximately
one hundred girls took part in the
World Vision 40 Hour Famine to raise
money for starving children overseas.
P.L.C.'s contribution was more than
$3,000.

C. Wilson (Cot and Relief)

The school has continued to sponsor
children and families overseas through
the Save the Children Fund. They are
the Kong Bok-Soon family and the Chae
Su-Ku family in Korea, two girls, Kalvathy in India and Mosele Mothata
from Lesotho; and a boy, Asim Khan
who lives in Pakistan. Asim's sponsorship commenced at the beginning of
this year. Girls have corresponded with
them and several letters have been
received from each throughout the year.

The funds that have been raised this
year will be used for the sponsorships
and the remainder donated to local
charities and institutions which include
Rocky Bay Village, Wanslea, Riding
for the Disabled and Princess Margaret
Hospital for Children.
I would like to thank all those girls
and teachers who worked so willingly
and enthusiastically throughout the
year, especially Mrs. Smith, without
whose enthusiasm it would not have
been possible, and the House Cot and
Relief Representatives: Nicole, Alison,
Louise, Annalisa, Fiona R., Chris and
Fiona N.
Best of luck, Joy, for 1984. Have a
good holiday!

CAROLYN WILSON

THE year 1983 has been an extremely
successful year for the Senior
School Cot and Relief Organisation.
It is perhaps appropriate that in its
60th anniversary year, we saw the introduction of a Cot and Relief Fair. It was
held on Saturday, 25thJune, and proved
to be very successful, raising $3,600.
There was much to be done beforehand
and girls and teachers sacrificed many
of their lunch-times to have everything
ready in time. The fair was very busy
all day with people wandering through
the stalls, sitting in the cafe, listening to
the bands and watching the gym display. Thank you to all those involved.
for your help and co-operation.

A fashion parade was held in first
term by Stewart House with the girls
modelling clothes from "Cargo" in Cottesloe, and a Casuals Day was held in
second term with girls paying for the
privilege of wearing "colours". Both of
these events were successful and popular methods of fund-raising.
Girls have also participated in various
street appeals during the year, including
the Save the Children Fund Appeal and
the Wesley Mission Appeal. Clad in
berets and "Official Collector" labels,
they swarmed through the Grove and
Napoleon Street, with such persistence

COT AND RELIEF REPRESENTATIVES. Back row, left to r£ght: A. O'Connor,
A. Nelson, F. Reynolds, C. Hatch. Front row: F. North, L. Horwood, C. Wilson, N. Silbert.
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DR. SUMMERS
Serv£ce Of Thanksg£v£ng

A SERVICE of Thanksgiving, for the
life and contribution of Dr. Summers, was held in the Gymnasium on
Thursday, 23rd June. It was attended
by Council, staff, girls, parents, former
pupils and former members of staff,
principals and teachers of other schools,
personal friends of Dr. Summers, members of the Alliance Francaise, Modern
Language Teachers' Association and
Save the Children Fund.
The service was conducted by the
Rev. D. E. Williams, the College Chaplain. Lessons were read by the Chaplain,
Head Prefect and President of the Old
Collegians' Association. Miss Barr, the
Principal, spoke of the contribution of
Dr. Summers to so many people, and of
the memories people have of her. The
following is Miss Barr's address:
"Many memories are represented
here today. Dr. Summers has touched
the lives of us all.
"She was a teacher and Principal,
the Secretary of the Alliance Fran~aise
and an active supporter of the Save the
Children Fund, a person with a keen
intellect, alert mind, a wide interest in
education, an enthusiasm for languages
and the knowledge and understanding
made possible through them.
"For many, she was a colleague, a
counsellor, a friend, a person who
cared for people, a person of fun and
activity, a person who enjoyed travel, a
person with an outstanding memory for
people and events. Activity in her years
of retirement included walking from
South Perth across the Narrows Bridge
to King's Park for lunch, and then back
again!
"It was Dr. Summers who introduced
the Black Watch tartan skirt as the
uniform for P.L.C., and introduced the
House system into the school. Summers
House and the swimming pool are both
named after her.
"Living memorials to her are the
lives of hundreds of people she has
influenced, girls she has taught and
guided, and their children and grandchildren. We who are in the school
now, reap the benefit of principles and
practices she established. She combined scholarship, humanity, idealism,

practical wisdom and common sense.
She encouraged people to do very well
academically and to be good members
of the community, able and willing to
help others. She set an example of
using ability without pretentiousness.
"During her time as Principal, she
coped with problems caused by economic depression and war, she emphasised
the importance of what each person can
do, she established a high regard and
reputation for scholarship, she established the Relief Fund for overseas
people in need, took a personal interest
in the children sponsored, and in the
families of overseas students enrolled in
the school.
"She coped with fluctuating enrolments and difficulties with buildings.
By the time of her retirement, enrolment
numbers had quadrupled compared
with those of 1934 when she became
Principal. In 1960, the year before her
retirement, all boarders for the first
time, were housed on the east side of
View Street. What had previously been
dormitories became classrooms.
"In 1962 Dr. Summers was invested,
by Her Majesty the Queen, as an Officer
of the Order of the British Empire. The
investiture took place at Buckingham
Palace.
"In 1963 she became a Fellow of the
Australian College of Education.
"She had retired from Presbyterian
Ladies' College in 1961, but she
remained actively interested in the
school. She was here on many occasions.
"She is remembered with respect,
appreciation and gratitude."

Tr£bute from the
Old Colleg£ans' Assodat£on
Mrs. Jane Thompson, President of
the P.L.C. Old Collegians' Association,
writing of Dr. Summers in Tartan
News, the publication of P.L.C.O.C.A.,
said:
"We remember her expert teaching
of French, among other languages, and
the love of languages she passed on to
so many. To her last, she was still active
in the Alliance Fran~aise and maintained a busy schedule including visiting
her lifelong friend Mrs. Cusack, taking

part in Fraser House aCtIVItIes and
attending our Old Girls' functions.
This April she attended the Royal
Garden Party and told us delightedly of
her long talk with Prince Charles. Each
year we drove her to the different country luncheons-she seemed tireless and
told us many a story of P.L.C. in the
early days, on these trips. Her memory
of all girls who passed through P.L.C.
was amazing.
"For her contribution to our formative years we give thanks. From her we
early learnt responsibility for our
actions, we were taught to care for
others especially through the medium
of Cot and Relief Funds and other
means. (For example, do you recall the
famous Penny Concerts at the end of
each term and the Friday tuckshops?
Were these just for the Boarders'
benefit?) Spiritual and moral growth
were all part of the process.
"Many of you will remember one of
her favourite prayers at Assembly, part
of which read " ... to give and not to
count the cost; to labour and not to
seek for any reward ... " and these
indeed were the precepts on which she
based her life and tried to lead us.
"We'll miss you 'Doc'."

Memo£rs
Dr. Summers wrote two books of
reminiscences. They are The Lz"ght of
Other Days (1977) and Personalz"tz"es
and Places (1978). Both are available
from the School Office.

BAIRD
THIS year has been a great year for all Baird enthusiasts. Although we
began on a low note, we have since gone from strength to strength.

As is well known throughout the house (and school!) Baird is not renowned
for its swimming skills and, despite individual efforts, could only manage
sixth place in the swimming this year. However, we were not daunted by this
result. During second term Baird appeared in the finals of the junior and
senior divisions of hockey and netball with the netball teams winning both
finals.
The highlight of this year must have been the inter-house athletics, in
which Baird emerged triumphant. With a new look (flashy new T-shirts) and
some new talent Baird was victorious. It was a fitting result to end all Kate's
hard work in encouragng participation in standards (which we won) and
enthusiasm on the day. Thanks also must go to Binda Hardie whose efforts in
organising standards were fantastic.
This year Baird was without its widely-famed fashion parade. However, our
contribution to Cot and Relief was still outstanding. Alison O'Connor,
our Cot and Relief Representative, did an excellent job in her organisation
of our two stalls for the School Fete. We raised in excess of $1, 000, and made
a major contribution to the total amount raised. Thanks must also go to those
girls and families who made the items for the Fete and to those who helped on
the day. It was a great success and your help was greatly appreciated.
Baird did well in the Arts Competition this year with a fifth place in the
Performing Arts and an equal fourth in the Functional Arts. Participation in
both these events was good this year with more girls entering each section.
However, it was the House Play that created the most interest. The play,
"Strawberry Jam", was both written and directed by Lisa (a first in house play
productions). The enthusiasm within the cast was fantastic and this was
shown during the performance. Although it did not receive any awards many
people (especially Baird supporters) believed it to be the best play of the two
nights. Lisa, however, was rewarded for her efforts when she was given a
special prize for her creativity and talent.
Overall, this year has been a FANTASTIC year for Baird. Everybody has
contributed to house activities with enthusiasm and eagerness and thanks
must go to all the girls and teachers in the House, especially Mrs.
Haustead whose undying support and encouragement has been greatly
appreciated by everyone. Lisa, Kate and I would like to thank everyone for
their contributions this year. We've really enjoyed being part of such a
tremendous House. Good luck to next year's officials, and I hope you get the
support and enthusiasm that we received. I'm sure Baird will have many more
successes in the future.

SUE CLEMENT

CARMICHAEL
W

INNING the House Shield in 1982 put an eagerness into all Carmichaelians
for the new year. The first chance to demonstrate our expertise was at the interhouse swimming. Everyone showed "true-blue" enthusiasm. However, we were
out-swum and gained an overall placing of second. The day was voted a total success
when Tiffanie Trail was announced as Year 10 Champion.

"

.

Debating in 1983 revealed some enthusiastic Year 8 debaters; the Year II and 12
team, though perhaps more knowledgeable, wasn't quite so eager. Unfortunately both
teams were knocked out in the second round. However, our supporters were not
discouraged because our Year 9 and 10 team won all their debates including the finals.
Alex Jones was awarded Best Speaker twice, once in the finals.
To finish off a great "blue" term Carmichael gained second place overall in a great
Performing Arts Festival. Our admiration goes to those essential members of the House
who filled in the empty acts on the spur of the moment.
Carmichael's "Cabbages" was the true trauma of second term. Liz produced the
play and then did a great job filling in for one of the actresses. Advertising at lunch
times and planting painted cabbages all over the school were just part of the act. Being
nominated for "Best Play" put tears in our eyes but having two of our girls nominated
for best actress had us ecstatic.
Athletics and the toil of producing the new blue T-shirts was our next hurdle.
However, our marching is still not recognised as a true style (we came fifth). Nevertheless the overwhelming response at "standards" by all "blue" enthusiasts added a lot
to our final score, and having a few "true-blue" champions in the House, such as
Yvette Watkins (champion girl of Year 8), Tiff Trail (runner-up for Year 10), and
Sally Watkins (champion of Year 12), gave us overall second place, just being pipped
at the post by 30 points. Anna and Janine turned out a great team. Congratulations to
the girls who competed in the Inter-house Gym Competiton. Carmichael gained a first,
second and third place.
Carmichael is the most terrific House with enthusiasm just oozing from it in every
area. Thanks must go to Mrs. Jarvis, Mrs. Bull and each Carmichael ian - not a prickle
of a thistle, but a true sapphire.

HEATHER WILLIAMS

BEING AN Arts Captain is a tremendously time-consuming yet satisfying positIOn.
Many of the arts activities held this year would not have been possible if it had not been
for the help and support from the enthusiastic girls of Carmichael. Best wishes to
everyone in Carmichael and I hope next year's Arts Captain receives just as much
enthusiastic support as I did. Thank you.

LIZ BOWEN

AS FAR AS sport is concerned I have found 1983 to be a very successful year for all
Carmichaelians - I say this to all those dedicated members who enthusiastically
volunteered to represent Carmichael or to those who only played to shut up their
ranting and raving Sports Captain. Whatever the reason I would like to use this opportunity to thank all those people who have participated in any sporting activity for
Carmichael and who, by doing so, have helped to make my job completely worthwhile
and enjoyable. Best of luck to next year's officials.

ANNA McTAGGART

FERGUSON
A

T THE beginning of 1983, Anna, Anna and I (a somewhat confusing threesome)
were thrust into our new positions not really knowing what to expect, with the
message from last year's House Captain, "Well, next year can be nothing but rosy-red
for all Fergusonites."

We wondered if her message would prove right, and now looking back over the
last two and a half terms it really has been rosy-red for Ferguson House. Thinking
back, you may not see the year as a very successful one, as there are not too many
first or second placings to our name. However, in the area of participation, House
spirit and "Fergoship" (friendship among fellow Fergusonites!), we have excelled. It is
great to see it! A house may not have the skilled competitors but if it has outstanding
spirit among fellow house members then surely that itself is better than merely being
competition winners.
The start of the year saw the "real" Ferguson House come to life, with excellent
results in the Inter-house Swimming Carnival which gave us one of our few firsts for the
year. Special congratulations must go to our outstanding "red fish", Gina Rodgers
(Year 8), Mandy Linton (Year 9), Karen McCowan (Year 10), and Pippa Evans (Year
11), all of whom were among the school champions.
Second term saw the brilliant production of "Rinse the Blood off my Toga", directed
by Anna Gubbay. Although we did not receive one of the higher placings, the play was
a credit to the House and one of which we are all very proud. Thank you to all those
who spent hours rehearsing, making props and organising the production overall.
Second term also saw the Inter-house Athletics Carnival take place. Dressed in red
T-shirts and red stockings, we made such an impact that we gained first place in the
marching. What a colour! In the actual athletics, we surprised everyone and notched
up a third place (as most of us know, we are not made of outstanding athletes).
However, you can see what a help the standard points are to the overall result.
Remember, Ferguson, the more standard points recorded, the better chance we have
of winning the Aths., and what an achievement that would be! Special thanks go to
Lisa Brazier, Kathryn Miles and the other Year lIs for organising the marching and
the athletics team while the Year 12s were having exams.
Both the Performing and Functional Arts displayed excellent participation,
although we did not achieve very good results. Better luck next year.
Thank you to Annalisa Nelson, Louise Horwood, Miss Reilly and all the other House
teachers for the organisation of Ferguson's stalls at the P.L.C. Fete. Also thank you to
all the girls who helped on those stalls. The effort was tremendous.
In team events Ferguson did not excel. Perhaps next year the Ferguson sport fanatics
will produce some up-and-coming stars.
I personally would like to thank Anna Gubbay and Anna Miles for the fantastic
effort they put into their positions and also to Miss Reilly for her continued support
(even if it meant running House meetings on my ownsome!). Thank you to the rest of
the 1983 Year 12s and best wishes for the future.
Last of all, a big thank you to all the House teachers for their never-ending enthusiasm and encouragement (Mr. Ruddle in a kilt and red stockings!), and best of luck to
the 1984 House officials. We think it has been a great year and we're sure Ferguson is a
great House.

NINA FITCH

McNEIL
F

IRSTLY, I'd like to say a "very real" thank you to all fellow McNeilians, teachers
and pupils for their warm House spirit and enthusiastic support throughout 1983.
The year would not have been so successful and enjoyable if it hadn't been for our
unrelenting Sports and Arts Captains, Kathy Jones and Rowan McLean. Kathy led
Mc eil in all the sports activities. Her personality and thoughtfulness were much
appreciated and her enthusiasm was positively contagious. Most McNeilians found
themselves supporting and participating in House sports. As usual, though, there are
always those girls who sit back. Rowan was equally fabulous in her role as Arts
Captain. Rowan's vivacious and bubbly manner encouraged all girls to take part in the
Arts events.
The House officials were expertly directed by our House adviser, Mrs. McMahon.
Mrs. Mac.'s years of experience certainly showed in her advice and encouragement to
all the House. Thanks a million, Mrs. Mac., for pointing us all in the right direction.
House meetings were really enjoyable this year, and even though they may have been
interrupted by a distant "baaing", most girls found they could discuss and catch up
with all House activities in an harmonious atmosphere. This feeling was exciting, and
hopefully it will continue in future years.
McNeil certainly wasn't lacking in its stars. Girls such as Heidi Stimson, Fiona
Gascoine, Amy Soames, Kate Kelly and Kathy Kneebone all gave their utmost and
starred in enthusiasm and participation.
Thanks for all your support and for making my year really enjoyable and fruitful.
Victory or Death! But McNeilians never say die!

JUSTINE SILBERT

THROUGHOUT the year McNeil has participated in all sections of the Arts: House
Choir, Debating, Performing Arts, House Plays, Functional Arts and Public Speaking.
Overall we have been very successful and have won the Arts Festival Cup due to the
enthusiasm of all girls who participated.
The House Plays were the climax of the Arts this year-Jodie Buzza won Best Actress
for her performance as Mrs. Stevenson in McNeil's play "Sorry, Wrong umber!" and
all those involved enjoyed it very much.
I'd like to thank everyone who volunteered to do things to make my job easier and
good luck to all of them in future arts activities.
ROWAN McLEAN

McNEIL participated in all sports throughout the year with lots of House spirit.
McNeilians gained mixed results, but did their best.
The first sports event of the year was the Inter-house Swimming Competition in
which we came third overall. Congratulations to Jodi Phillips for becoming Year 9
champion, and to Sally Gordon in Year 11 for being runner-up.
In second term athletics were a bit of a disappointment, when we came sixth.
Mc eil was without an all-girl effort and it showed in the result. Congratulations must
go to our House Captain, Justine Silbert, who was runner-up in Year 12, and thanks
must go to Danielle Benda for her organisation of the athletics.
Recently we had the Inter-house Basketball and McNeil dominated the sport. The
Year 9 and 10 team reached the Grand Final but were unfortunately defeated.
McNeil's Year 11 and I2s also excelled and went on to win the Basketball Grand final.
Most sports during the year were supported by Mc eilians. Good luck next year.

KATHY JONES

r

STEWART
W

ELL DONE, Stewart!
This last year has been a mixture of triumphs and traumas in which the House
has always pulled together. Stewart's forte has been mainly in the world of arts, but
many enthusiastic sportswomen have kept the side up.

The year began quite well with Stewart achieving a creditable fourth in the Interhouse Swimming Carnival. Many green frogs swam, dived (and sank!), showing a good
House spirit. Congratulations to Jane Dixon, the champion Year 8 swimmer.
As the term wore on, more stars were found among the green tennis courts, with
Stewart winning the senior finals and the juniors also doing very well. Melissa has done
a great job cajoling, convincing and generally scraping sports teams together. The netball, hockey and basketball teams were certainly not lacking in enthusiasm, but
rather ... goals!
The Athletics Carnival got off to a good start with Stewart miraculously leading, but
unfortunately it was discovered that one of the teachers scoring (she shall remain
anonymous), couldn't add up. However, we performed well, with Danielle Heggart
being runner-up Year 8 champion athlete. A hint from Nicolee-start standards
campaigning earlier next year!
One shining point of the year, which was really in the green spotlight, was the
Fashion Parade in aid of Cot and Relief. Stewart raised a record amount of about
$750, and a lot of fun was had by all. Thanks must go to Mrs. Trouchet and Mrs.
Monger of "Cargo" for supplying the clothes and also to Jadz Music, who were the
fantastic D.J.s.
Stewart's arts can look forward to a bright future with some of the up-and-coming
stars unearthed this year. There was the excellent performance presented by the cast of
"Boots 'n' All", especially Melissa Gillett who very capably played coach (those exercises!). We were awarded the trophy for best backstage, which was all organised by the
girls in the cast-well done! Others deserving special mention were Anna Bulleid,
Philippa Pratt, Robin Egerton- Warburton, Nicole Day, Gabby Miller, Amanda Keep,
and the Scotch College boarders for lending us their rugby costumes.
Possibly one of our hardest workers this year was Alison, who, as well as most ably
directing the play, brilliantly co-ordinated both the Performing and Functional Arts.
This resulted in Stewart triumphing in the Functional Arts section. Thanks to the
many girls who contributed. We finally came second overall in the competition for the
House Arts Cup. The debating was well contested by several Stewartians who eventually came second to Summers. Portland Jones,
icole Day and other aspiring
"mouths" gallantly debated for their eventual position in the final round.
I would like to thank Mrs. Smith and Chris for all the hard work done on Stewart's
confectionary stall at the Fete. To all the girls helping, your contribution was also
greatly appreciated.
On behalf of the House, thank you to all the teachers and, in particular, to Mrs.
Heptinstall in her first year as House adviser.
Last, but most certainly not least, Alison (Arts Captain), Melissa (Sports Captain),
and Chris (Cot and Relief), have all done wonderful jobs and certainly helped to
smooth out a few bumps along the way. To next year's House officials, Prue, Melissa
and Jane, all the very best and I hope you enjoy your year as much as I have done.

ANNE SEYMOUR

SUMMERS
ALTHOUGH Dr. Vera Summers, after whom our House was named, died
earlier this year, the spirit of Summers House is still very much alive.
During 1983 we have again been very successful in many different areas of
sports and arts.
The extent of Summers' sporting prowess has been clearly shown by our
sound performance in many inter-house events, with championship wins in
Senior and Junior Hockey. Although we finished only fourth in the Athletics
Carnival, several of our girls put in excellent performances. Tiffany Manolas,
Jenny Marsh and Sandy Barrows won the Year 9, 10 and 11 championships
respectively. Congratulations-especially to Sandy who also did a tremendous
amount of work preparing our athletics team.
Arts-wise, Summers started off the year very well by convincingly winning
the Inter-House Debating Competition. Our Year 11 and 12 team won the
final, and our Year 9s were runners-up. Although Summers did not fare
particularly well in the functional or performing arts, we featured prominently at the Arts Awards Night in July. The House's motto of "Aim High"
was adhered to when we embarked on a very ambitious House play production - a difficult play called "The Foe". The tremendous effort of director
Natalie Shepherd, the 21 actresses and the backstage crew were more than
rewarded when Natalie and I stepped up to collect the awards for Best Play,
Best Director, Best Costume Design and Best Technical Crew. All the girls
concerned worked extremely well together and the awards night provided a
fitting climax to the weeks of preparation.
Thanks must go to Julie and atalie for all their support in sports and arts
activities and, of course, to all the girls who participated so enthusiastically.
Overall, it has been a good year for Summers and there is no reason why next
year should not be even better, as long as enthusiasm and House spirit is
maintained. Remember-a house is what you make of it. Make it something
to be proud of in 1984.

JANE SANDERS
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FRENCH TRIP
THIRTY-TWO bleary-eyed Australians clambered from a 36-hour
flight from Perth to Paris, including a
five-hour wait in Bombay. France was
cold and extremely unromantic. The
next day, however, after a shower, a
French breakfast and with new excitement, we travelled to Besan<;=on (in the
north-east) where we were billeted out,
each to a separate family, for two weeks.
For the middle weekend we travelled
to Chamonix in the French Alps and
went up the highest cable car in the
world. Although many toes were frozen
it was well worth it to see a magnificent
view which included parts of Switzerland, Italy and France!
After sorrowful farewells to our newly
acquired mums, dads, brothers and
sisters we left this beautiful lush
countryside by bus for the sandy, windy
south coast.

We stayed in Aix-en-Provence, just
near Marseilles, for eight days with
another family. It was great to see the
beach again, but no one seemed to
mind about bather tops, to the six
"Aussie" boys' delight.

Next stop after an unpleasantly
squashed train trip- Paris! We stayed
in an international hostel which was
more like a hotel. While staying there
we met many different people, including some Swedes and "Poms". It was

very close to the centre of Paris so we
managed to fit in a lot of sightseeing to
all those places dreamt about, the Tour
Eiffel, Versaz'lles, Le Louvre, and the
list continues.
Although it rained a lot our spirits
never dampened. There was always a
Patzsserie, whose croissants and strawberry tarts we hadn't tasted. Even
though the shop assisants could hardly
understand us in the beginning (causing
a lot of confusion), we communicated
well by the end.
I don't think any of the great group
that went, including Uncle Mal and
Lady Di, our two fabulous (?) overseers,
will ever forget the trip. There were
many tears at the Perth Airport on 3rd
rune at 4 a.m. in the morning.

Vive la France and au revoir.
HEATHER WILLIAMS

REUNION
REUNION is a small island near
Mauritius. On the 9th May, 20
Australian students arrived and were
billeted with French families.
The weather was hot and tropical, so
many days were spent lazing on the
beaches. A visit to the volcano where
the island was created, resulted in tired
and aching feet.
However, none of the unsuspecting
students realised what was to come in
the next week. A hike through the
mountains was arranged, exhausting
ascents will be remembered for a long
while, as well as treacherous steep stairs
and rock precipices. At the top was the
rewarding view of the whole island;
however, much was covered in cloud.

We camped for three days in the
"clouds" at a place called Mafatt. Visits
to beautiful waterfalls and cascades
were welcomed by everyone, who immediately jumped into the icy water. The
walk back was dreaded, but was started
and achieved. Sixty or so exhausted
students collapsed until a helicopter
arrived with all the beautiful French
food that we were becoming so accustomed to.
The school we attended educated
over 4,500 students, Hundreds rode
their "mobilettes" there each day,
which was an incredible sight. Smoking
was allowed and le bar ( a drinking
place) provided a relaxing break during
free lessons. The whole atmosphere of

school was different; it was enjoyable to
attend!
The people really made the place,
everyone was so friendly and truly
delighted when we made "slight" errors
in speaking.
So many new experiences came our
way each day. The different lifestyle,
people and language made the trip
absolutely choquette.
Unfortunately we had to leave, but
we had hundreds of unforgettable
memories, full address books and our
new "brilliant" French accents.

AMANDA FIMISTER

CUNDERDIN FRENCH CAMP

ON

the first Sunday of the May
holidays, four P.L.C. students left
for Cunderdin with about 60 other
students for five days of intensive
French. On arrival, everyone was
taken by bus to the Agricultural High
School, where our carte d'identite was
stamped and we were admitted into the

Republique de Cunderdin. We then
went to our dormitories, where to our
woe we discovered that there was not a
single pillow in the entire camp. To
make up for this shortage, we were
given vast quantities of bread with
every meal.
Everyone was divided into SIX

equipes: Paris, Bordeaux, Besan<;=on,
Dijon, Toulouse and Marseille.
Usually, there were four lessons a
day, followed by activities in groups,
each group having to prepare a news
and weather report, a play for the concert and a magazine item. This was
followed by spare time which was mainly
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devoted to volleyball. A competition
between the equzpes was organised, the
winners of which played les profs and
won!
This routine was broken by a visit to
Yorkrakine Rocks for a picnic lunch
which was shared with 10,000 or so
ravenous flies. Afterwards we had a
treasure hunt to find among other
thing-s "a piece of sunshine". Most
people took the opportunity to climb
the rocks and enjoy the magnificent
vIew.
At night we sang and took part in
many activities. On the first night, we
played "Zut", a game like bingo, which
ended (mysteriously?) with everyone
calling "Zutl" on the same number.
The following night we had a quiz and
the next night, watched a French film.
On Wednesday night we held our
concert.
The plays were varied. First was a
fairy-tale, Blancheneige et les six
punks; in the second we met our
favourite French family, Les Ravels.
The next was based on "Not the Nine
O'Clock News" and C'est incroyable!
There was a re-enactment of our journey to Cunderdin, which was followed
by a portrayal of a certain royal
wedding. The night finished with a
modernised version of "Alice In
Wonderland" .
On the last evening les profs had
their turn, and acted a piece about the
horrors of examining T.A.E. students
for the French oral.
The camp was a great success. Not
only was it beneficial for our French,
but thoroughly enjoyable as well. The
last morning we woke at five to the
strains of the Reveille played on a
clarinet, and left sorrowfully. The train
trip coming home was occupied by
arranging reunions and exchanging signatures. Despite the sadness of leaving,
most were looking forward to having
pillows again, a change from our diet
of never-ending bread, and an escape
from Treize-zut!

STEPHANIE HOCC
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GEOGRAPHY CAMP
DURING the last week of school a
feeling of relief was felt by all as
our exams were over and we had
Geography camp to look forward to.
It was Tuesday, the 10th of May. At
7.30 a.m. girls began rolling up with
Eskys filled with almost every kind of
food you could imagine (one thing for
sure, we weren't going to starve!) and
everything else from alarm clocks to
heaters and hair-dryers. At eight o'clock
we boarded the bus and set off on our
way. Forty-three students and four
teachers: Mr. Ruddle (one of the
capable bus drivers), Miss Harrington,
Mrs. Haustead and Mrs. Staniland.

After a very busy day we were given
an interesting talk by Mr. Mosen, the
secretary of the Cape Naturaliste Association, on the proposals for the
development of Cape Naturaliste.
Despite the eventful day we were not
to be sent off to bed early. The chants
of "Thank God I'm a country girl"
coming from the noisy boarders' dorm,
drifted on into the late hours of the
night, while others played cards,
watched television or strummed away
on the guitar.

Our first stop was the Alcoa refiner)
and mine site near Pinjarra, where we
were taken on an interesting tour b)
Mrs. Renton, an Alcoa representative.
About two hours later we left Alcoa for
a site to have lunch, observing variom
settlements along the way. We arrived
at Pinjarra where we had lunch before
continuing straight on to Yallingup.
We finally reached the "Surfers
Paradise" of W.A. where the surf lived
up to our expectations. We had one disappointed Julie Waddell on our bus,
who was unable to bring her surfboard.
We unloaded the bus at Yallingup's
Hideaway Holiday Homes where we
were to stay for the next two days,
managing without mum's cooking.
A few brave girls battled against the
cold water and went in for a swim.
About 7.30 we gathered in the games
room to discuss the activities of the
next day.
Many vowed they would go for a run
and a swim the next morning, but,
alas, no one except Mrs. Staniland
turned up. (Bed was too good a place to
be on such a cold morning.)
That morning the smell of bacon
wafted through and after the dishes
were/were not done some of us made
our way to the first site to construct a
map, while a group of biologists
studied the flora.
After lunch we set off for Bunker Bay
where we studied weathering at work.
We then headed off for Sugar Loaf
Rock to examine soil and vegetation.

The next morning we made an early
start. At 8.30 we set off for Bunbury,
and though we arrived in a downpour,
we crept bravely out into the rain to do
a land-use study. An hour later we
arrived back at the bus, looking like
drowned rats, and set off again on our
way home. We had a brief stop at Mandurah to eat lunch with the seagulls
and in some cases donated our left over
food to some thankful seagull's mouth.
On the way back some girls dropped off
to sleep, exhausted from the last two
days, while others were still going
strong listening to Walkmans or Kate
Johnston's tape player in the back of
the bus.
We were nearly home when a sudden
stop nearly lost Mrs. Staniland out of
the front door of the bus.
We arrived back at school around
three o'clock, exhausted teachers and
students alike.
A good time was had by all.

FIONA NORTH
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GERMAN TRIP
ON the 6th of May, ten excited girls
and one boy all gathered at Perth
Airport, about to fly halfway around
the world to use their German.
On the 7th of May, we finally arrived
in Frankfurt, after stopping in Singapore, Bombay and Delhi. We then
caught a train to Munich where we
stayed for five days. On the Sunday we
walked around Munich in one of the
shopping malls, where we saw a
Bavarian war march, with all the
soldiers in their national costumes. It
was a beautiful sight. After lunch we
saw the Nymphenburg Castle. It was
magnificent, with gold seeming to
cover every wall and ceiling. On Monday we went to Dachau, a World War
II concentration camp outside Munich.

Some of the sights were quite horrific,
but otherwise it was an interesting
experience. On Tuesday we went into
Austria to the Neuschwanstein Castle,
which was beautiful! On Wednesday
morning we met our German teacher,
Ms. Rita Muller. On our way to St.
Michael in Austria, we stopped in
Berchtesgaden, Konigsee and the salt
mInes.
We had lessons each day in Austria
and in the afternoons we had free time
to walk around the village. While we
were staying in the youth hostel there
was an Austrian and a German group
also there. On the last night the German group took us out for a terrific
night.
The next day we were on our way to
Weinheim to stay with our "families".

For the first week we went to a German
school. It was quite an experience to
attend a school with 2,500 students.
The second week the German school
went on holiday. Each morning we had
lessons with one of the teachers hom
the school.
On the 29th May the dreaded day
came as we all left our "families", and
boarded the Air India flight which
awaited us. After 32 hours flying we
finally reached Perth, home sweet
home.
We all had a terrific time and only
wish we could re-wind the whole trip
back to the beginning and start it
again.

VANESSA KING

GERMAN CAMP
Achtung! Vee haf vays off makz"nk you
tork Chz"rman und vun off zem z's ze
Deutsch Kamp!

her own single room (which contained
a bed) and escaped the nocturnal chatter-all auf Deutsch of course-that
went on late into the night.

Year 12 German class was loaded
into cars and transported to York, an
isolated outback town. Our destination
proved to be an old, stone, four-roomed
colonial cottage complete with filled-in
swimming pool and resident ducks. The
over-crowded conditions in the small
cottage compound necessitated sleeping
ten to a room on a bare wooden floor;
however, our Kommandant (alias Frau
Jolly) enjoyed unsurpassed luxury in

Despite the daily timetable of comprehensions, translations, grammar
exercises, essays, and of course dictations, several escape attempts to the
town were successful. (This would not
have been possible without the assistance of our German collaborator,
Monika Lilleike, an exchange student
from Lingen, Germany.)
With a policy of self-catering being
enforced, meals were prepared under

AT 3.25 p.m. on Friday, 29thJuly, the

the auspices of the Kommandant to
ensure "edibleness". However, Loxton
managed to vent all her frustrations on
the chickens which constituted Saturday's dinner, and Clare proved to be
rather trigger-happy when it came to
the pepper!
After vigorous cleaning duties on
Sunday, 31st, and a Stadtrundfahrt
around the town in an antique bus, the
camp was vacated and the weary (but
now fluent) madchen returned nach
Hause.
LIZ KENNEDY, CLARE TAYLOR,
CAROLYN WILSON

D.N.Y.A. NATIONAL CONFERENCE
"GOOD

on ya' for getting into
U.N.Y.A.," I was told, but I was
still dubious about a trip to Canberra
with people I hardly knew, for the
whole of Easter. However, we were
allowed plenty of freedom to see the
sights of our capital, and had plenty of
free time between lectures and meals,
so we all made 51 other friends.
The topic for the conference was
mainly the Third World. We attended
lectures by various people involved with
the United Nations. Afterwards we split

up into small groups for discussion and
then reported the conclusions made in
these smaller groups to the whole group.
The highlight of the trip for me was
the two General Assemblies, in which
each person represented a country
(which they had researched) and we all
carried out a real United Nations
General Assembly. We reached some
interesting conclusions, which will be
sent forward to the Head of United
Nations in New York, the most interesting being the declaration to get rid of

all nuclear weapons by blowing up the
Third World and the U.S.A. (made by
the U.S.S.R, of course).
However, there were some very good
resolutions made and besides writing to
a member of parliament we did send
these resolutions to New York where
they will be considered.
I definitely recommend any girls
interested to ask about the meetings in
Western Australia. They are worthwhile
and great fun I
HEA THER WILLIAMS
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MEDIA CAMP
EARLY in the first term all 20 "media
girls" set off for Mandurah for a
weekend at the luxurious Mandurah
Holiday Village.
We began the weekend by watching
"Raging Bull" in our makeshift openair theatre. Early the next morning the
Year 11 s terrorised the locals as they
invaded Mandurah on their photography assignments. Meanwhile, in the
television studio, the Year 12s were
having mild hysterics producing Sarah's
soap opera which rivalled "Sons and
Daughters". Mrs. Mac. was awarded a
Logie for her extremely talented acting
in the role of "Mum". Also on the road
to stardom are Liz and Claude, if their
performances as the love-struck teenagers "Raeleen" and "Kevin" are
anything to go by.
Our last evening was spent viewing
the weekend's work, which included a

spectacular slide show, a film from
Scotch and a very interesting (?) video
by the Perth Modern boys. Finally
everyone squeezed into one unit to
watch a horror movie-which turned
out to be not so horrific after all.
On the 22nd July we travelled to York
for our second camp. Upon arrival at
the old hospital we were informed we
were a little too early. A week, in fact!
After a moment (or two) of panic everything was sorted out. That night we ate
miserable spoonfuls of pre-heated
lasagne while drooling enviously at
the sight of the three course gourmet
meal our well-prepared teachers had
whipped up.
One meeting and two movies later we
tiptoed back to our (haunted?) dormitory and kept ourselves awake by telling
ghost stories well into the night. Anyone in danger of falling asleep was

quickly and efficiently saved by the
raucous laughter of Cathy Mills.
At the ungodly hour of 6 a.m. a certain young lady (not mentioning any
names, Liz) was the cause of four freezing females setting off on a scenic tour
of York.
During the weekend the Year lIs
made a feminist Western movie complete with gun-toting villain (Alicia), a
mean game of poker and a duel with
the victor riding romantically off into
the sunset. The Year 12s worked on
their practical assignments for the
final exam. For Cathy Akerman this
involved an entire day spent painting
cabbages (for her animation film);
what dedication!
The two camps were greatly appreciated by all the girls both for their
educational value and the enjoyment
they provided. Thanks, Mrs. Mac.
TANYA MARTIN

SKI TRIP
MELBOURNE Airport, 5.30 a.m.
After three and a half hours
travel twenty-three wilted P.L.C. girls
were transported off the "midnight
horror", with what seemed like millions
of other students from Perth doing
exactly the same thing. With make-up
beginning to fade and smudge, and
hair tangled and lank we were treated
to our complimentary breakfast. While
still in a daze we were quickly put on a
bus and shipped off on a six-hour bus
trip to our destination, Mt. Beauty.
On arrival at the Meriki Motel, at
12.30 p.m., we crawled out of the bus,
disappointed at the absence of snow.
Our only consolation was lunch. That
afternoon was spent trying on ski boots
and skis, eating and sleeping.
After a good night's sleep we all woke
up at 6.30 a.m. to breakfast in bed. We
then jumped on the bus in our trendy
ski gear and headed for the slopes,
where we spent an unusual morning

discovering different muscles we didn't
know we possessed.
After a few successful attempts at
standing vertically on our skis, the
more adventurous of the beginners
tried varied and unusual positions. We
found that the most effective position
was simply to ski through the nearest
guy's legs (Eh! Cathy!). After much
practice and determination we finally
captured a few basic skills, which
prompted Mrs. Mac. to say that we
were the best group yet to master the
art of skiing.
With all this activity we had to have
something to give us our energy. The
chalet food, however, provided none of
this, so what food we couldn't stomach
there was made up for at the Pancake
Parlour.
We also feel that we ought to dispel
the timeless myth of the gorgeous ski
instructors and their heroic deeds.
They did not come skiing up on their

White Charger skis to pick us up off our
bottoms, which seemed to have some
magnetic attraction to the snow.
Some reference should be made to
our raging disco which we all enjoyed,
some more than others (didn't we, Mrs.
Mac. and Mrs. Chidgey?).
Our trip was sadly drawing to an
end with our arrival in Melbourne and
our new hotel accommodation-the
immense luxury of the Kingsgate
Hotel, its intricate maze of corridors
and its charming decor. Saturday morning was spent shopping in the heart of
Melbourne with much success.
Suddenly we were back in Perth in
nice little warm beds, with nice food
and no more pancakes.
Thanks to Mrs. Mac. and Mrs.
Chidgey for our wonderful time.

JODIE BUZZA, REBECCA GRACE,
CATHY AKERMAN
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YEAR 11 CAMP
TUESDAY, the 12th July, dawned
cool but fine. It was the beginning
of our most memorable and enjoyable
Year 11 Camp at Lake Cooloongup.

other activities were bush-walking,
which ended in making damper, and
we even went roller-skating (this ended
in buying Burger Rings).

Our week included activities such as
a 16 kilometre bike trek to Rockingham
beach (a big opportunity to stock up on
lollies). The lesson on the golf swing
was fun, but takes a remarkable amount
of concentration. Dance was a most
interesting exercise, delving deep into
our inner souls. Horse-riding was a sure
favourite, and all enjoyed the opportunity to display their equestrian abilities.
We also learnt how to make ourselves
more beautiful, how to change a tyre
and check the oil in a car and how to
make pot-plant holders (which after
the session adorned our dorms). Our

The evenings entailed a quiz.
Although the teachers' table was the
victor they forfeited their prize to the
leading student table (utmost sportsmanship). It was an evening of immense
cross-interrogation, but really, everybody would have learnt something.
The highspot of the camp was the
formal dinner on the Thursday night.
The hall looked great, bedecked with
streamers, streamers and yet more
streamers. The food was outstanding.
We were able to present a roast dinner!
The wenches were suitably dressedright down to their "wellies". The

YEAR 8 CAMP
COOLOONGUP,
LAKE
we all are!

well, here

Two buses crammed with luggage,
musical instruments and Year 8s were
slowly emptying out.
Cries of "Has anyone seen my case?"
were soon to be replaced by "Has anyone seen my dorm?" and by the time
everyone had got settled down and
unpacked, lunch was ready.
After lunch we were assigned to our
activities which were two hours long (so
if you didn't like it in the first two
minutes, well ... ).
The activities consisted of:

1. Bushwalking
This was taken by Miss McFarlane, who
led us into the scrub, through prickly
branches and then into the dried salt
mud flats of Lake Cooloongup (some
parts, however, were slightly like quicksand as a few of us were doomed to
find out).
2. Music Workshop
Mr. Rust was in charge and angelically
conducted us into harmony (?).
3. Games
It was Mrs. Chidgey who led us in a
merry romp around the oval, in a game
of Quoit ball, and then cricket.

4. English Drama
Mrs. Godwin helped us amuse ourselves
with some comic plays.
5. Folk Dancing
This was taken by Miss Allen-Williams
who gaily taught us the square dance
and then the barn dance.
6. Roller-skating
This activity was supervised by Mr.
Roller Ruddle himself. Each day,
groups were taken to Kwinana, Rockingham or Mandurah to skate.

***
On the last night a concert was performed with skits, instruments and
other acts. The last show was that of
the teachers. An entertaining song was
sung to the tune of "Waltzing Matilda"
and was very much enjoyed by all.
The 30th of March was our last day.
One activity was squeezed in before
lunch and by one o'clock the dorms had
been swept and cleared.
After every dorm had passed the
"inspection" we left, and even though
the camp only lasted three days, I'm
sure everyone had a lot of fun.

KA TE McARTHUR

teachers arrived in dinner suits and
tiaras, the girls turned out in marvellous creations.
The concert which followed was most
entertaining. The favourite and very
professional item was Alisa Robertson,
Rachel Cotton and company's production of "Reproduction".
Enthusiasm for activities was shown
by all girls constantly. The friendships
formed over the four days were many.
Everybody shared in the fun of eating,
laughing and generally "mucking
about".
Thank you to all of the teachers who
provided their organisation, humour
(however doubtful) and time, to join
the Year lIs on holiday.

JANE CRA WFORD

COMPUTER
CLUB
THE P.L.C. Computer Club officially
started in third term of last year. It
was designed mainly to provide a
meeting time for people who had a
common interest and background in
computing in Years 10, 11 and 12, but
has since expanded to include Year 9.
The main activities of the club this
year have included learning about
graphics on the Intecolors, an area of
computing not covered in class time,
starting a newsletter, and holding a
combined meeting with the computing
clubs from Scotch and Christchurch.

NA OMI SMITH, President

YEAR 8
COMPUTER CLUB
THE Year 8 Computer Club was formed
early in first term at the suggestion of
Miss Tyler. The Club consists of a
President, Secretary, Committee and
other active members. We also have a
Year 8 Computer Club News which is
published monthly. The year's activities have included a Programming
Competition and inviting some guest
speakers.
DOROTHY HATCH, President
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ARTS
THE year of 1983 has proved to be
remarkably successful in P.L.C.'s
Arts field.
The inter-house competitions were,
on the whole, well supported, and individual as well as group talents were
uncovered.
My "Term of Sentence", along with
those of the six House Arts Captains,
began half way through third term,
1982, with the shock of the House
Choir Competition. Each house produced impressive performances, despite
the confusion of the "changing of the
house officials", and the winning house
was Summers.
Debating was the next item on the
arts calendar and, once again, the
situation was handled with efficiency of
the highest degree by both arts captains
and participating teams. By the night
of the finals, many of the debaters'
skills had been polished, resulting in a
most entertaining and professional
evening. Carmichael House won the
competition overall.
Debating in first term this year (due
to the revised arts calendar) was once
again of a high quality, and it was
refreshing to see the enthusiasm of
some of the Year 9 and 10 girls. This
debating competition was won by Summers House. The Performing Arts Competition has, in previous years, been
held at the end of second term, but this
year we decided to change it to the end
of the first term, as in preceding years it
seemed to take a "back seat" to the
Athletics Carnival. The change proved
successful, and the wide variety of acts
were greatly appreciated.

Jam", Baird's play, was written and
directed by Lisa Rorrison, and I feel
that this production also deserves
special mention. Jodie Buzza of McNeil
House won the Best Actress award for
her demanding role in McNeil's "Sorry,
Wrong Number".
Following the House Plays was the
inaugural "Awards Night", which was
a rather prestigious event at which
the results of the House Plays were
announced (to roaring fanfares from
the band). Entertainment for the evening consisted of the winning acts of the
Performing Arts Competition held in
first term. The night proved very successful, and I sincerely hope that it
remains on the arts calendar for many
years to come.
The Functional Arts Competition
was held at the end of second term, and
was, I felt, slightly overshadowed by the
excitement of the athletics and the Year
12 exams (Wow! Excitement plus!), just
as the Performing Arts used to be.
Nonetheless, the competition was well
supported, with entrants submitting
some real "lallapalooza". (Blame Mr.
Roget for that one!)
The school band was also very busy
this year with a most enjoyable and well

received concert tour to Townsville and
Alice Springs. It was certainly good for
the band to regain their prestige.
The school play, "Ohl What a Lovely
War", was enjoyed by all, and Mrs.
Hetherington once again deserves
much of the credit, as her directing
made the production the roaring success it was, along with the tremendous
enthusiasm shown by the cast, crew and
the audience.
My year as Arts Captain has been a
really enjoyable one, and it was an
honour that I would not have exchanged
for the world. My task has been made
so easy by my companions Natalie,
Lisa, Anna, Alison, Liz and Rowan. I
know that I have their support when
I thank and congratulate Miss Boucker
for her sleepless nights, intense
organisation and general assistance.
She, too, was new to her position this
year (that of Arts Co-ordinator), and
she really did a tremendous job.
I wish next year's Arts Captain and
House officials the very best of luck for
1984 and hope that you have as good a
year as we did.
Sincere regards and thanks.

NICKI WENDT
P.S. See you on Broadwayl

We were graced with a staff "item" a song which, by the end of the performance, had the girls rolling around the
gym floor with uncontrollable laughter.
Perhaps the most time-consuming
arts event for the arts captains and participants was the House Plays Festival.
This year each House made every effort
to make their playa success, which was
evident on both nights of performance.
The winning play was "The Foe", presented by Summers House. "Strawberry

Nicki Wendt
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SCHOOL PLAY
June, 1983, P.L.C. and ChristI Nchurch
combined their musical and
theatrical talents to produce a musical
and theatrical extravaganza "Oh! What
a Lovely War".
"Oh! What a Lovely War", a satirical
and humorous representation of World
War I, was written (by means of a
workshop) by Joan Littlewood and the
original cast of the West End production. This production, incidentally, had
an extremely successful 18 month
season. Since then it has been performed on Broadway and made into a
delightfully entertaining film, as well as
being performed in theatres all over the
world.
We were fortunate enough to present
our version at the Octagon Theatre at
the University of Western Australia
(our season ran a little shorter than
18 months, however!) and I think that
this rare opportunity was a major facet
of the production's success. The cast,
backstage crew and technical crew were
able to experience a taste of "the
theatre" in literal terms. We saw the
complexity of the lighting, sound equipment and organisation, felt the amazing
exhilaration of "proper" dressing rooms
(complete with "those Hollywood
lights"), and for some it was a first and
most exciting encounter with "the smell
of the grease paint and the roar of the
crowd" .
To single out any particular highlights or individual performers would
be, I believe, a trifle unjust, as every
member of the cast and crew gave their
best effort. However, at the risk of contradicting myself, I must mention a
few. Hamish jolly's performance as
M.C. was, as in "Godspell" last year,
outstanding. Paul Jenkins, a newcomer
to the theatrical world, proved himself

a natural talent in many of his varied
roles, particularly that of General
Haig.
Perhaps I am biased, but I must
make mention ofthe enthusiasm, talent
and co-operation that was shown by
every P.L.C. girl involved. It is these
qualities which make a production
enjoyable, and "Oh! What a Lovely
War" was certainly no exception.
Mrs. Hetherington displayed for the
umpteenth time, her expertise in the
field of directing, and it goes without
saying that we all owe every minute of
our four months' enjoyment to her.
Mrs. Mell once again worked like
goodness knows what to ensure that
every prop, costume and inch of the
stage was perfect. The musical side of
the production was in the hands of Mr.
Lindsay Hutchinson, a musician whose
guidance we were extremely fortunate
to have. We even had a 15 piece band,
comprised of students from P.L.C. and
Christchurch, and a few professionals,
who entertained the cast by dressing at
the most unexpected times as Arabs,
turkeys and even piglets, causing many
uncontrollable laughing fits (mainly at
dress rehearsals, to Mrs. Pankhurst's
relief!) .
I don't think anybody will ever quite
understand the feelings shared by the
cast; the trust, the excitement. Only we
will ever know what a Lovely, Lovely
War it was . . . .
"And when they ask us,
And they're certainly going
to ask us the reason why we
didn't win the Croix de Guerre.
Oh, we'll never tell them
No, we'll never tell them,
There was a front but damned
if we knew where . . . . "
NICKI WENDT
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DEBATING
DEBATING this year has been
of a very high standard, with
Presbyterian Ladies' College entering two teams into the Commonwealth
Bank Debating Competition. Although
school commitments prevented us from
attending all fixtures and thus entering
the finals, a great time was had by all.
The inter-house debating showed
tremendous promise in the lower years
and a future hope for P. L. C. to win the
finals in years to come.
The most memorable of all our
debates this year would have to be
our final Commonwealth Bank debate

YEAR

J.

9

DEBATING.

Left

to

right:

Ledger, K. Hay, A. Clarke (Baird).

against the Carine and Hollywood
Senior High Schools' teams. This
resulted in new friendships and the
possibility of future social debates.
Acknowledgement must be given to
Mrs. Haustead and Mrs. Church for
their continued help and much needed
support throughout the season, and to
all the teachers for failing to notice us
writing palm cards during their classes.

All of us have enjoyed ourselves this
year, and if the standard of the Years 8,
9 and 10 debating is any indication, we
can look forward to the future success
of P.L.C.'s debating teams.

AIDA OSTA

Inter-House
Debating Results

Special mention must be made of
Christine Hatch, who became a permanent member of our team (and often a
life-saver), by replacing absentees with
less than half a day's warning.

YEAR 10 DEBATING. Left to right: N.

Brown, A. Jones, S. Macliver (Carmichael).

1st
2nd
4th
4th
6th

Summers
Baird and Stewart
Carmichael
McNeil
Ferguson

YEARS 11/12 DEBATING (Winners of
Inter-House Competition). Left to right: S.
Mason, J. Sanders, K. Bullock (Summers).

HOUSE PLAYS
THE Annual House Play Competition
reached a new high this year, with
the awards won being presented at an
Academy Awards Night in true Hollywood style.
Each House, led by a frenzied arts
captain, put in hours of dedicated
practice to present a selection of plays
of a very high standard. Summers
deservedly won first place with their
interpretation of "The Foe". They also
won the awards for technical work and
costume design. Natalie Shepherd,
Arts Captain of Summers (there's that
House again!), was Best Director.
McNeil presented a revised radio
play-"Sorry, Wrong Number"-in
which Jodie Buzza (who easily whisked
away the award for "Best Actress"
1983) displayed her acting talent as the
incorrigible Mrs. Stephenson. McNeil

was awarded second place overall and
Carmichael third with "Cabbages", an
interesting play from the '60s.
Ferguson House presented a much
enjoyed version of the satire "Rinse the
Blood off my Toga" and won Best Set
Design with their graffitied version of a
Roman Senate.
"Boots 'n' All" was an energetic play
performed by Stewart House who won
the Backstage Award for their efforts.
Lisa Rorrison, Arts Captain of
Baird, undertook the mammoth job of
writing, directing and starring in her
very effective play "Strawberry Jam". It
was about the trials of T.A.E., something we know quite a bit about; Lisa
won a special award for her outstanding effort.

Many people put a huge amount of
work into making the two House play
evenings and the Awards Night a success. Mrs. Boucker and Nicki Wendt
(School Arts Captain), deserve thanks
for all their support and organisation.
Nicki also compered the Awards Night,
looking very much the part. Overall the
entire competition was a huge success;
but there still remain some unanswered
questionsWill Jodie Buzza ever get through to
"Murray Hill 40098"?
Will Anna Gubbay ever recover from
"losing" her toga on stage at the dress
rehearsal? and
Will Anne Leeming ever learn "how to
make love"?

ANNAL/SA NELSON
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SCHOOL BAND

THIS year has been a hectic, but
very rewarding year for the band.
and generally the whole music department. It has been jammed full with
rehearsals, performances, fund raising
events, preparation for the Townsville
trip, as well as the actual trip.

We started the year off with a con·
cert at Ross Memorial Church, at this
time not realising what was in store for
us. By mid first term, we were told of a
possible band tour which was to build
the morale of the music students as well
as give us an opportunity to perform in
other parts of Australia.
Before the tour could happen, we all
realised we had to reach a standard of
performance which would entertain the
general public. To accomplish this
seemingly horrific task we had extra
rehearsals and took advantages of all
opportunities to perform for the
public.
In April we marched in the Anzac
parade (after several hurried marching
rehearsals!), which was followed by a
concert at the school fair. While
preparing for the trip, we had several
fund raising events including a very
successful Quiz Night and a picnic day
in which the Pipe Band, Training
Band (with a little help in numbers

SCHOOL BAND. Back TOW, left to right: D. House, F. Cooke, A. Crabbe, S. van den Hoek,
M. Antoine, N. Smith, M. Gregg, R. Hewett, E. Hunt, V. Farrell, C. O'Dea, K. Bullock,
M. Mazzuchelli, S. Carter. Fifth TOW: Y. Osta, A. O'Brien, A. Zwicky, ]. Quinlivan,
J. Strawn, C. Smith, N. Day, C. Woodend, A. Hislop,]. Martin, M. Livingston, F. Dowling.
Fourth row: C. Bannister, K. Kelly, S. Ormonde, M. Murray, A. Brown, D. Waldron,
P. Rollo, A. O'Connor, G. Denny, H. de Burgh, A. McTaggart, K. Purser, K. Jones. Third
row: L. McCusker, ]. Cox, S. Hogg, A. Seymour, K. Luck, R. Walker, H. Turner,
A. Wegner, B. Green, A. Willis, A. Gutteridge, E. Bowen, E. Bryant, A. Leeming. Second
row: Mr. B. Rust, S. Owen, ]. Bell, A. Keep, N. Wendt, K. Oakley, C. Blandford,
K. Triggs, M. Gillett, F. Hogg, A. O'Donovan. Front TOW: M. Hopkins, M. Evans,
P. Wright, F. Raven, L. Bremner, A. Thompson, A. Eastwood, R. Stephens, G. Miller,
B. Luke.

from the Senior Band) and Senior
Band all performed.
Our next performance was at
P.L.C.'s very own "Academy Awards
Night". The band's exciting fanfares
for the receiving of the trophies really
added to the atmosphere. This year
P.L.C. was very lucky to be entertained
by the 5th Military District Band and
Melbourne's Wesley Jazz Band. It was
great to see the interest the bands
aroused in the school, and girls and
staff so obviously enjoying the concerts.
These concerts gave incentive for the
band to work hard for our first complete public airing of the programme
for the Townsville Tour on the 14th
August. It was a very successful concert
which encouraged people to persevere
with the finishing touches needed for
the tour and the extra long band

rehearsals! Second term was ended by a
performance by the brass section of the
band and the choirs at the annual
School Service at St. Andrew's Church.
On Saturday, 27th, the big day, that
no one really thought would happen,
arrived. Sixty-three excited P.L.C.
girls, six staff (not quite so excited and
a little nervous at the prospect of trying
to manage 63 girls-what a daunting
prospect!) all converged at Perth Airport. The trip to Townsville was great,
apart from the fact that we almost
landed on Ayers Rock!
On Sunday we toured Magnetic
Island where white beaches, tropical
fish, coconuts and suntans are all a
reality. Monday was the day that was to
really begin our tour, and it was definitely done in style. As our first taste of
entertaining, we performed for two
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schools, but not before a complete uniform inspection - courtesy of Mr. Rust!
Both schools were very enthusiastic,
and surprised themselves by really
enjoying it.
Tuesday brought two more concerts,
one of which we will all remember for a
lifetime. We were given a standing
ovation and autographs were signed.
Everyone was smiling for the rest of the
day! On Tuesday night we said "goodbye" to Townsville by having a smorgasbord dinner, where we set some records
for prawn and chocolate cake consumption, thanks to Rachel Walker and
Anna McTaggart!
Wednesday morning, and we again
all crowded into the Alice Springs Airport. We arrived late, so had to drop
our luggage at the lodge and form up
straight away for the street march.
When we arrived at the council
chambers, we gave a concert, which
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considering the amount of flies eaten,
and the heat, was exceptionally well
done.
Thursday brought our last day of
concerts, as well as our best performances. They were a credit to the
band, and made Mr. James, Mr. Rust
and myself very proud. The remainder
of the tour was spent touring Alice
Springs, including Standley Chasm.
Simpson's Gap and the notorious camel
farm.
Saturday night was home to Perth
after a trip which had fulfilled all our
aims, and had many worthwhile experiences associated with it.
Third term has already started with
a concert at Murdoch University, and a
very successful performance in the
W.A. School Band Festival in which we
received the top award of the section.
enabling us to compete in the top section of the Festival in 1984. To finish
the term, we have planned two naval

parades, a marching display at the
Royal Show and the normal end of year
functions.
The amount of time and effort that
has been put in by staff and girls
throughout the year, with extra rehearsals at lunch times, on Sundays and
rehearsals on Friday mornings and
afternoons until 6 p.m., is obvious. I
can only say congratulations to everyone, for a hard job well done.
A special thanks to the Year 12s (and
everybody else!) for their support
throughout the year, and especially to
Helen de Burgh, Alison Wegner and
Anne Seymour.
Finally, thanks to Mr. Rust and Mr.
James for their constant support (and
patience in listening to my absurd
ideas!) and their brilliant management
of a job that in the beginning of the
year looked almost impossible. Best of
luck to Fiona and the band for 1984.

KATIE OAKLEY

PIPE BAND
THE year

1983 has turned out to
be the most rewarding year for
P.L.C.'s Pipe Band. Though the band
has only been going for two years, we
have had more engagements this year
than before. Our successful performance at Speech Night last year showed
signs of future promise.
Our first public performance in 1983
was at the Cot and Relief Fair in June,
which went well. This helped us in our
preparation for the Band Tour to
Townsville and Alice Springs, in which
a small part of our band participated.
We played at two of the fund raising
events for the trip towards the end of
second term and the drum major, the
bass drummer, two side drummers and
five pipers joined the Band Tour. This
was very successful and much enjoyed
by all. The seven performances gave
the band a large dose of much-needed
experience. Many thanks must go to
Pipe Major Jack Gall and Leading
Stroke Allan Gray of the Townsville
Army Pipe Band for the greatly appreciated help and advice.

engagements and build up
experience within the band.

more

Sara and Kathryn for their efforts and
co-operation.

Engagements for third term included
performances at the Murdoch University Open Day and the Royal Show.
Hopefully next year will bring more

A big thank you to Mr. and Mrs.
Jones, Mrs. Ailsa Miller and Mrs. Lynne
Cairns for their teaching, encouragement and enthusiasm. Also thanks to

Best of luck to all in the band next
year-keep it up.
ROSLYN SAMPSON,
KATHY LEFROY

PIPE BAND. Back row, left to r£ght: A. Walker, H. Stewart, R. Cotton, E. Hodgson, A.
Miles, W. Quilty, G. More, R. Lapsley. Second row: S. Fisher (Pipe Sergeant), E. Kennealy,
T. Reid, K. Klug, J. Bowman, J. Fisher, S. Robson, R. Sampson (Pipe Major). Front row: K.
Lefroy (Drum Major), K. Miles, T. Staines, S. Matthews, A. Robson, L. Newing.
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ORCHESTRA

K. Oilkley (Band Captain and Deputy
Senior Boarder)

ORCHESTRA. Back row, left to right: D. Heggart, A. Crabbe, C. Hatch, J. Cox,
C. Howard, M. Antoine. Second row: A. Brackenridge, M. Williams, F. Hogg, M. Gillett,
A. O'Brien, M. Brackenridge. Front row: F. Raven, S. Kennealy, N. Brown, L. Bremner,
H. de Burgh.

STATE CHAMPIONSHIPSjor Beginners
and Learners in PIping and Drumming:

Natasha Lee won both sections of the
drumming.

TRAINING BAND

TRAINING BAND. Back row, left to right: S. van den Hoek, A. Brown, C. Bannister,
K. Kelly, A. Crabbe, A. O'Brien, Y. Osta, R. Ockerby, C. Bunning. Third row: M. Antoine,
M. Murray, J. Martin, M. Livingston, N. Brown, N. Muir, K. McCusker, K. Fitzgerald,
R. Kelsall. Second row: H. Stimson, J. Reid, A. Keep, A. O'Donovan, K. Hay, R. Cotton,
A. Clarke, M. Nixon. Front row: E. d'Alton, C. Kennedy, K. Sindle, M. Hunt, J. Farrell,
R. Marschner.

Townsville Band Tour
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CHOIRS
THIS YEAR, due to so many girls
wishing to sing in the choir, two
choirs were formed, one conducted by
Mrs. Conroy and the other by Mrs.
Kotai.

The choirs' first public appearance
was at the Easter Service and the second
performance for the year was the Anzac
Memorial Service.
At the Memorial Service for Dr.
Summers in second term, the choirs
sang "Crimond".
Later, in second term, we sang at the
very successful Performing Arts Concert
where the choirs' repertoire included
"Donna Donna" and two Beatles
numbers.
The next performance was at the
Band Concert to raise money for the
band trip. The songs included "Annie
Laurie" and "Praise God", sung by
Mrs. Conroy's choir, and "Hey Jude"
and "Eleanor Rigby", sung by Mrs.
Kotai's choir. The final performance
for second term was at the Annual
Church Service where we sang "God be
in my Head", and "Lord make me an
Instrument of Thy Peace".

CHOIR (Mrs. Conroy). Back row, left to right: R. Harding, J. Straton, C. Bannister, A.
Goossens, J. Cresswell, L. Palmer, B. Hyde, K. Oakley, M. Dravnieks, A. Sands, N. Smith,
K. Kelly. Fourth row: S. Ormonde, R. Egerton-Warburton, C. Dwyer, E. Melville-Jones,
T. Hicks, M. Way, K. McCusker, J. Cox, S. Williams, K. Fitzgerald, D. Edmunds, K.
McCowan, L. Anderson. Third row: J. Korn, M. Gillett, C. Hatch, R. Cotton, J. Hardie, L.
Bremner, C. Kennedy, D. Hatch, C. Robins, E. Kennealy, A. Keep. M. Lang. Second row:
Mrs. Conroy, F. McLarty, M. Mazzuchelli, F. Frazer, A. Clarkson, K. Rigg, K. Hay, M.
Hele, A. Bulleid, C. Wilson, N. Silbert. Front row: A. Clarke, K. MacGregor, J. Harkness,
M. Brackenridge, J. Hele, A. Brackenridge, K. Sindle, H. Stimson, J. Plaistowe,
C. Kneebone, S. Macliver.

We are now looking forward to
Speech Night and are rehearsing
enthusiastically.
Thanks must go to Mrs. Conroy and
Mrs. Kotai for the time and effort they
have put into the choirs and for their
enthusiasm.

NICOLE SILBERT

CHOIR (Mrs. Kotaz). Back row, left to right: C. Wilson, J. Reid, R. Marschner, D. Karpin,
R. Ward, H. Stewart, F. Hogg, A. Deans. Second row: A. O'Brien, S. Hewett, V. King, A.
Campbell, C. Smith, V. Farrell, S. van den Hoek, K. Bullock. V. Mathias. Front row:
C. Kotai, E. D'Alton, S. Mason, A. Thompson, A. Walton, A. Robson, Mrs. Kotai.

SCHOOL SER VICE
THE 68th Annual School Service
was held on Sunday, 21st August.
Staff, students, families and friends
assembled in St. Andrew's Church for
another successful school function.
"Land of our Birth we pledge to
Thee" could be heard ringing throughout the church as the Presbysterian

Ladies' College flag was received and
the service commenced.
The Rev. P. Sindle gave the sermon.
Prayers of Praise were led by Nicki
Wendt, and lessons were read by Anna
Miles and Helen de Burgh. Miss Barr
led the Prayers of Intercession.
Mrs. Conroy's choir sang "Lord

make me an Instrument of Thy
Peace" and "God be in my Head". Mr.
Rust's brass choir also played. The
excellent music and the presence of
girls, parents and friends helped to
make the service a memorable part of
the school year.
ROWAN MACLEAN
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COIYIIIUTIOIS
CONCENTRICITIES

AIN'T SHE SWEET

Drip
A drop of
Water the shape
Of a tear, caught in
The sun's fingers for an instant
Then dropping into this pool in the
Bottom of the basin, wavelets in concentric
Circles spread over the surface
Creating a confusion of light
Then gradually they go
Fading into a
Watery
Stillness

A flash of hot pink in a black shiny
car slowly paraded down Stirling
Highway.

Drip
One word
Turning into one
Thousand, one million
Words, Flowing from a
Chain of parents of teachers
Spreading, smothering in one thousand
Ringlets of confusion fading
Into a quiet background
Murmur and their
Meaning receding into
The stillness of
Silence
Drip
One face
Changing into one
Thousand watching eyes
A collection of faces crowding
Through streets and through memories
Swirling glimpses of dancing ghosts
Then some settling, solidifying
Into faces of diamond
Images perfect and still
That endure the
Remembrances of
A lifetime
Drip
One thousand
Circles, spreading
Over water, making the
Light dance, and distorting
The reflections before slowly
Receding into perfect
Stillness, mirroring
The frozen face of
Death
S. HOCC, Year 12

Her arm fluttered and her hand
swirled as if to say thank you for
greeting her this day and this hour.
T'was the Princess of Wales,
Her hair neatly groomed,
Flush face, blue eyes,
Like a flower, just bloomed,
The lady-in-waiting was
Wearing fine yellow,
And the man in the front,
Looked a charming young fellow.
Every girl cheered,
As they could all see
The Princess Diana
Of Wales, Queen-to-be.

M. LEWIS, Year 8

WITTENOOM
GORGE
As I slid between two rocks I wondered what would be at the end. Finally
I saw an opening and, with great anticipation, I wriggled like a snake
towards the glimmer of light. When I
could go no further I stopped, staring
in wonderment at the sight before me.
Shimmering like a diamond was a big
pool of water enclosed by walls of rock.
The rocks were the colours of the rainbow. Over the top of the rocks peeped
the sun, slowly disappearing but leaving
rays of golden glory behind. I watched
to the end of this wonderful sight. The
water slowly became its normal colour
again and I lay there taking it in with
deep breaths.
Slowly I eased myself around and slid
back out, knowing that I would never
forget that wonderful moment at the
Wittenoom Gorge.

KATE DEAR
"Kate dear," said Mum, "please
restrain,
Your dog has taken to biting again.
It's not that I mind that he's 6 feet
in height,
But he swallowed the postman whole
last night.
And this morning for breakfast, bless
my soul,
He ate his meat then gulped down
the bowl.
And what about the children he
chased near the creek,
They haven't been seen for over
a week.
Not to mention that when we invite
people to tea,
They won't come 'cause they're scared
(just like me).
Kate dear, you're not answering,
I want to know why.
So far I haven't heard one single
reply.
Just look at that dog chewing
your shoe.
My goodness child
WHERE ARE YOU!"

K. McAR THUR, Year 8

J. FARRELL, Year 8
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SLIPPING
I knew a girl, a friend. I see her no
more, for she has given up, she has lost.
Something I have, but never even think
about, Life, is what has slipped like
butter on a hot plate. Life, that is more
precious than all the diamonds and uranium in this petty world of ours, is
abused by so many who don't appreciate it. Her own cells are now abusing
her, eating their way through her mind,
through thoughts, movements, memories. I remember ... I remember so
much, so little. Classes lightened by her
infectious laugh, her freckled face,
wrinkled with giggles behind a teacher,
at jokes, joy, nothing. She played Annie
in a musical production of it, not a
school production, a professional show.
She played it brilliantly, beautifully.
Later, it was off to Europe, to see relations, sights, just to see. She knew why,
we all knew why, but of course nobody
said or even suggested that her confused,
distraught parents were determined to
cram her life full of joy before she died.
Such a taboo word near her, her friends
are now shy and embarrassed in front
of her, as I am. The star is now fading,
shrivelling. The irony is, to all of her
friends, we only realised this when she
gave up what so many yearn to do-she
gave up school. The fight is over, the
real waiting now begins. Pain is everywhere, and my heart is a magnet, seeing
it now where I never did, acutely aware,
in a way I shall now be forevermore, of
others' silent suffering. In a few weeks,
a few months, I will read in a little
corner of the paper the seal of fate, and
she will be free.
S. KENNEALY, Year 11

SPRING

SANCTUAR Y

The sun glows through the open
window and sprays its warmth onto
my books.

Pelicans, majestic birds, standing,
afraid, huddled together on the furthermost edge of a sand spit. Pied cormorants, pied oyster-catchers, caspian
terns, seagulls, crested terns and sandpipers all sitting together. Different
kinds and different colours living
together. Driven away from their homes
in the sanctuary because we, invaders
of their territory, want to look at them.
Scared and privacy destroyed, unable
to protest.

They glow and shine like rich,
flavoured jewels.
My pens dance across the paper with
vitality and excitement,
As the pages drink up the rays like a
thirsty dog with the last drop of
liquid in its bowl.
I bask my lead in the whiteness and
soak up the warm, tender glow.
The breeze floats across my face and
tempts my nostrils with its fresh
scent.
They follow the lure of the air with
delight.
Seconds turn to minutes.
"Oh! Why do we have to study
in spring?"

J.

SILBERT, Year 12

Man all along has disregarded other
creatures apart from himself. Shooting,
hurting and scaring birds, forcing them
to be confined to sanctuaries, zoos and
aviaries, all for our pleasure, not
entirely for their safety. We consider it
a great sacrifice and good deed, but
once they were free to go anywhere. Sitting, scared, the pelicans take off in a
huge flap of wings, silently. We may go
with good intentions, but we are their
enemies.
K. SINDLE, Year 8
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THE FIRST DA Y

LOSS

It was the little boy's first day at his
new school. He had his smart grey uniform on and he could almost see his
reflection in his new shoe_ I say shoe
because this little boy only had one leg.
Its partner had been amputated several
years ago. His mother gently took his
thumb out of his mouth and gave him a
little push forward. He leaned on his
crutch and bravely made his way to the
front door of the school, where all the
other children were laughing gaily and
greeting one another. His mother bit
her lip, climbed back into the car, and
drove away. The little boy was alone.

Eyes feebly gaze with
astonishment,
An astonishment that screams
for mercy
With unbinding feelings
falling.
Disbelief rocks the face,
calling out
Withered words and sounds,
refusing to let
It overtake a memory of
a life forsaken.
It knocks and
a petrified voice coldly
sits in the
Throat of an apparition,
uncalled for
But sitting with a tremor
of unwilling
Thoughts to back it, to
thrust
Out warnings of atheism
and incredibility.
Imageless thoughts are
navigated through
Masses of unconscious realms,
destroying
Obliterating, and demolishing.

As he clim bed the steps on to the
porch he could feel the eyes ofthe children upon him, studying him, summing
him up. The silence grew unbearable
as he stood in a corner, but finally the
others turned back to their friends,
rejecting him. The boy blinked back
tears, wishing once again he was like
the others.
Suddenly the door was flung open
and a tall woman came out. "Good
morning, children," she said. "The bell
will be going soon, so you might as well
come in out of the cold." She disappeared back inside, and the children
followed. A small girl held the heavy
door open for the handicapped boy,
smiling uncertainly at him as he passed
through.
In the classroom, the teacher hauled
the boy up the front and announced,
"Children, this is Bobby. He is our new
classmate." Then, turning to the boy,
she said, "Perhaps you would like to tell
the others about yourself." She went

back to her desk, leaving Bobby up the
front of the classroom, alone. Once
again he felt the eyes of the children on
him, but as he glanced nervously
around the room, his eyes came to rest
on the little girl who had smiled at him.
She was doing the same now, so he took
a deep breath and said, "Well, I like
dogs, and running around the park
with my dog." Then suddenly there was
laughter, cruel laughter that rose
around him. He turned to the teacher,
not understanding. She sent him back
to his desk and started handing out
exercise books.
Bobby looked around him. He felt
ashamed and confused, and his face
was still hot with embarrassment. Why
had they laughed? He didn't say anything funny-and then it dawned on
him. The children couldn't understand
how he could run with only one leg and
a crutch.
At lunch-time, Bobby took his lunch
that his mother had packed for him
and sat on a bench under a tree. The
girl who smiled came and sat down
next to him. She was pretty, with long
brown hair. She said, "I like running
too." They sat in silence, appreciating
each other's company. Then two boys
ran past, yelling cruel things at Bobby.
The little boy ducked his head, but the
girl moved closer to him and said,
"Never mind, my mummy says sticks
and stones will break your bones, but
names will never hurt you." She took
his hand and it was then that he noticed
she only had four fingers - the fifth was
withered and disfigured. He smiled for
the first time that day.
K. MacLEAN, Year 10

S. STEWART, Year 9
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THE STORM
(BAB Y-SITTING)
The storm clouds crouched over
the west,
(My nephew sulked, all handsomely
dressed)
Then came the first of the drizzling
raIn.
("I hate you, Auntie. You called me
a pain!")
Lightning flashed and thunder
roared,
("I hate this cabbage and you
gave me more!")
Rain drummed on the galvanised
shed,
(His fists struck the floor, "No
I WON'T go to bed!")
Puddles grew all over the road,
(He spilt his drink, the little toad!)
Water penetrated the garden right
through,
(That kid! He tore his T-shirt in two)
The ponds all filled right up to
the brink,
(Call the Poison Department, he
drank all my ink)
The wind howled through the swaying
trees,
(He screamed through his bath, even
when I said "please")
At last the sun burst through the
grey clouds
(What? You bought me a train,
you're a great aunt. Oh wow!)
Eventually all the dark clouds
slipped away
(He at last fell asleep at the end
of the day)
H. DAVIS, Year 8

FROM AN
OBTUSE ANGLE
'Tis difficult to wax lyrical
When one's mind is mathematical.
The rhyme not sprung nor metric,
May seem to some quite tragic.
And though I strive for symmetry,
I fear it won't be poetry.

N. SILBERT, Year 12
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PRA CTICE

SUNRISE

The soporific effect of fireplace
and piano
mixed with sandalwood scent
bound with song
When my violin sings with joy
of revival
and I play
The fingertips trichord inversely
Playing duets with the world
And the music inside becomes
a sentence
Heard anonymously
But nevertheless
Expressed and peppercorn shadows
Smell and see the softness of the wood
The hollow inside extending sound
Sending it to the world
Stored forever
In the echoes of the air.

The sun peeps
Over the hills.
As timid as a mouse.
Shyly.
It extends its bright whiskers,
One-by-one.
.
Gaining confidence with every stroke.
A small, round face
Hides meekly
Between the rocks
Before it dares to venture
Out into the open.
A smile of increasing confidence
Embraces the land
And greets the new day.

K. KELLY, Year 10

K. BELL, Year 11
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MEMORIES
The heat of the day was just slipping,
with the sun, over the horizon. The red
plain was still, the peace disturbed only
by the flickering firelight and the
shadows of the Aborigines.
Around and around the fire they
danced, their chants probing the night,
which lay like a blanket over the
sleeping red hills. This is what the old
man saw. He did not know how many
friends he had seen go; his ancestors
had been the first to live on this land,
but now the white people were converging from all sides. His descendants
were now hunters. He thought, "But
what do they hunt? Cattle?"
The dancers wove a magical bond
between themselves and the watchers,
all except the old man; he was re-living
the past, and although he could hardly
walk his mind sprinted over the plains,
in the days when there had been plenty.
The nose of his dog awoke him from
his dreaming, and he gently pulled
Dog's ears and he settled down. Dog
was old now and his bones were stiff
and his coat rough, but his eyes shone
from his head, radiating light like
beacons.
Peace comes easily to those who lead
simple lives, for neither the chirping of
crickets nor the rustling of the wind
through the scrub stir those who know.
As the faintest tinge of pink crept
across the dawn sky, and the magpies
began their early morning carolling,
the embers of the fire died, and with it
the old man and the dog, returning to
the dreamtime.

P. JONES, Year 8

PREJUDICE
I'm white
You're black.

PAPUNYA
A girl will stand here,
Staring down
The harsh, red hills blending
with the green and white gums.
The dry river bed winding away
to merge into oblivion.
Then she will see him.
Rambling across the timeless sands
A person, coloured by the dark
earth from which he came.
At one with the land only,
Yet forced from it to wander
aimlessly.
His bearing shows not the
centuries of proud dominance.
Only the years of intolerant intruders.
Completely isolated mentally from
those only physically diverging on
the surface.
Destroying with no justification
but desire
What should no more vanish than
stars, sun or sand.
A girl will see him
Different may be the time and place
Yet she will see him.

I'm pretty
You're ugly.
I'm clean
You're dirty.
I'm smart
You're dumb.
I'm gentle
You're rough.
I'm good
You're bad.
I'm human
You're human?
S. THUNDER, Year 8

ME
My hair is blonde, my eyes are blue,
But I do not look at all like you.
I like animals and all kinds of fruit,
The colour yellow and bathing suits.
I like modern houses too,
Funny jokes and people like you.
A vet is what I am to be,
Riding horses and watching T.V.
I think that it is fair to say,
There's only one me and that's okay.

As I do now.
M. WILLIAMS, Year 10

L. ADAMS, Year 8
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ME
There is no one else like me,
I am an only one.
Nobody speaks like me,
Nobody's a twin of me.
If I weren't me what would I be?
A butterfly?
A deer?
Just what would I be?
Would I be a cat or a mouse?
No, hopefully not, because I'm glad
I'm me.
T. BEDFORD-BROWN, Year 8

THE HUMAN RA CE
For the human race
to keep pace
With this hustling,
bustling
mode of living,
Is a somewhat drain
on the main
reign of resources.
The smog
and the fog
Turn the eye
to pry,
Into our confusion
of pollution,
In a state of utter
disillusion.
Learning
churning
out of buildings,
such a knowledge
that surprises,
the wit of many misers,
of the fact
that the pace
of this nation
Falls to one domain
-Time.
In cars,
crawling
drawling
home;
ot to roam
from their puerile,
little boxes.
Senile,
sterile
lack of action
in their lives;
To surmise
our untimely
demise.
N. STAPLES, Year 11

PHOSPHORESCENCE
Each movement streaks green fire
on black.
Each object lit by its own fluorescent
glow.
A leg, dark, concrete, etched with
flashing light,
An arm, strangely luminous, with
small spots
Playing across it like disco lights.
The rope a golden beam, the net
strung out,
A brilliant ice-cream cone.
Rings of light in widening circles
Spread from my chest, glancing
and changing
Like oil on water. A group of sleeping
fish,
Wakened by clumsy feet, explode like
fireworks
Across the bottom. A moving finger
writes,
And leaves for an instant, my name
Written in letters of fire.
A. WILLIS, Year 12

THE DEA TH
OF YOUTH
If only I could be young again,
A child absorbed in play.
When life was a game,
The people the players,
The goal,
To grow up, fall in love,
Marry, have children,
Gradually get old, then.
For a child, life has no end,
One is immortal, life is everlasting.
A child is oblivious to reality.
In his glittering world of gold,
There is no room for suffering.
An occasional tear drops,
But pain always subsides.
Nothing is eternal, other than
happiness.

His friends are his inanimate objects,
The toys he brings to life.
His parents his protectors,
Shield him from evil,
Everything that could corrupt
his world.
His mind is unpolluted,
His world free from decay.
His parents' world is ruled
by insanity,
Yet, he does not bother to understand
why.
He lives for his golden world,
Its beauty, peace . . .
Then one day fantasy becomes reality.
He must cast it away,
Yet not destroy it, for it may remain
in his memories.
But it is time to become a member
of society,
A member of the earth.
S. MESZAROS, Year 11
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Above: Baird House, demolished
1978 to make way for new Boarding House.

Far left: Boarding House before
additions.

Left: Boarding House, 1983.
II"

_.
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..... -

Right: Boarding House interior,
1966.

Far right: Boarding
interior, 1983.

House

Far left: View of Junior School
from Boarding House, early 1960s.

Left: View of Junior School from
Boarding House, 1983.
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Right: Old Library interior, late
1950s.

Far right: Interior of the Nisbet
Dods Library, 1983.

Far left: Interior of Carmichael
Hall before the 1982 renovations.

Left: Interior of Carmichael Hall,
1983.

Right: Classroom inside Baird
House.

Far right: Classroom in the
English Block, completed 1983.

Far left: Advertisement for P. L.C.,
1933.

Left: Aerial VIew of Peppermint
Grove, 1978. (P.L.C. bottom left.)
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Far left: View of the Quadrangle
facing north, 1971-72.

Left: View of the Quadrangle
facing north, after completion of
the building programme, 1983.

Right: The Dr. Vera Summers
Swimming Pool under construction, 1960.

Far right: The pool completed.

Far left: Looking north towards
Carmichael Hall, completed
1955.

Left: Looking north towards Carmic::hael Hall, 1983.

Right: Summers House and Kindergarten playground, 1950s.

Far right: Kindergarten and playground, 1983.
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FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:

Abbott, Rhonda. House: Summers. Length of sentence: 5 years. Ambition: Accountant. "You nooffa."
Akerman, Catherine. Ferguson. 5 years. To fill a
size 40D. "Let's photosynthesize."
Anderson, Lynley (Lyn). Baird. 2 years. Nursing.
"I'm hungry! Who's got some peanut paste.~"

Angeloni, Jane. McNeil. 5 years. To go to Melbourne
to do dance. "Rien."
Blanchard, Lisa (Lese). Ferguson. 5 years. Kindy
Teacher en France. "Guess what, I'm on a diet again. "
Bond, Jody (Yody). Carmichael. 3 years. To drink the
world out of Kahlua and milk. "That'll be the bell. "

Booth, Helen (Boof, Hells). Summers. 5 years. "Miss
Maturity" (click, click).
Bowen, Elizabeth
Nursing. "Um."

(Liz).

Carmichael.

5 years.

Brazier, Sara. Summers. 5 years. To do everything I
missed while studying. "I haven't studied at aW"

Bryant, Elizabeth (Libby). Carmichael. 5 years. To
win Lotto. ''Have a banana. "
Bulleid, Anna. Stewart. 5 years. Full time rager.
(Science.) "Gordon . .. Gordon . .. forever and ever. "
Busby, Jennifer (Jenny). Summers. 8 years. Rich
and famous. "I'm just going home. "

Buzza, Jodie (Yodie). McNeil. 7 years. Star in the
sequel to "Gone with the Wind". "Anyone want to go
to the loo.~"
Caine, Lucille. Baird. 5 years. Social Worker. "But
he's already got a girlfriend. "
Carter, Sarah (Sah). Stewart. 5 years. A definite
P.E. er. "Oeugh!"

Casey, Lisa. Ferguson. 5 years. Nursing. "Whisper,
whisper. "
Christopher, Ranee (Raz). Carmichael. 5 years. "I'm
sorry I'm late. I missed my bus. "
Clement, Susan (Sue). Baird. 5 years. Nursing,
P.M.H. "I was just thinking. ... "
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FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:

Clements, Carolyn. House: Carmichael. Length of
sentence: 5 years. Ambition: Horticulturalist. "Meet
you at the car. "
Coleman-Doscas, Sara (Sassy). Stewart. 7 years.
Apprentice millionaire (Nursing). "That was well
brought up, why weren't your
Cook, Diana (Di). McNeil. 14 years. Fun. "See ya,
'bye. "

Davis, Lisa. McNeil. 9 years. As little as possible.
"I'm not being negative but I think you're wrong. "
Day, Jonnine. Stewart. 5 years. Law. Unit "Oh ...
he's not that bad!"
de Burgh, Helen (de Bug, de Burger). Stewart. 5
years. Teaching. "Talk to me!"

Denham, Joanne (Jo). Summers. 5 years. Film
and television at W.A.I. T. "That looks nzce.
Caniavesome.? "
Denny, Gillian (Gill). Summers. 5 years. Pharmacy.
"Oh no! Not cheese and Vegemite again!"
de Pledge, Joanna (Jo, Polly). Carmichael. 3 years.
Mothercraft Nursing. "Well, I'm entitled to my own
opinion. "

Dravnieks, Marianne (Drac). Baird. 2 years. Industrial Relations (look out Bob Hawke). "I've got a
letter. "
Engel, Carolyn. Stewart. 5 years. Teaching. "Cluck,
cluck, cluck. "
Fimister, Amanda. Summers. 5 years. To get away
from it all. ''How's your form.?"

Fisher, Sara. Ferguson. 5 years. To earn 60 grand a
year. H* * * * * !"
Fitch, Nina. Ferguson. 9 years. Nursing. "I know
her. She's in Ferguson. "
Fitzgerald, Selena (Tub). Carmichael.
Nursing. "Can I have a lift.?"

5 years.

French, Elizabeth (Lis). Stewart. 8 years. Nursing.
"Seriously now.
"
Gellard, Alexandra (Alex). Stewart.
Nursing. "Who owes me money.?"

5 years.

Gosden, Natasha (Tashi). Carmichael. 5 years. Parttime secretary to a millionaire. "Gee it's hard to
decide what ice cream to have. "
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FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:

Grace, Rebecca (Becky). House: McNeil. Length of
sentence: 6 years. Ambition: Not to be a housewife.
"What brand is it.~ It s from Fiorucci!"
Graham, Lisa. McNeil. 5 years. "I've just got my
learners ..
Green, Beth. McNeil. 5 years. To be able to roll my
tongue. "I can't cope. "

Griffin, Nadine (Griff). Baird. 5 years. Bachelor of
Business. "Goinf{ to the farm this weekend. "
Gubbay, Anna. Ferguson. 4 years. Medicine. "Sorry
I'm late. "
Gutteridge, Annique. Baird. 2 years. Montmatre,
me voici! "Excusez-moi, mais je ne comprends pas."

Hamersley, Sara. Carmichael. 5 years.
Guide Questions can I borrow.~"

(.~)

"Whose

Hatch, Christine (Chris). Stewart. 6 years. Professional procrastination. ''Excuse me, Mr. Hughes!"
Hay, Sara. Baird. 5 years. Journalism. "I've been
naughty. "

Heath, Vanessa. McNeil. 5 years. To experience
reality. "Who s coming to the beach.~"
Hewett, Rebecca. Stewart. 5 years. Crane driver.
"Bison greeting A lien. "
Hill, Donna. Carmichael. 5 years. Wine taster. '1
love Poms."

Ho, Soke Pengo Carmichael. 2 years. Business. "If
you're not careful you'll burst my egg-o. "
Hogg, Stephanie. Stewart. 5 years. To live on the
Cote d'Azure. "Bonjour ... pas mal."
Horley, Sara (Sissy). Stewart. 6 years. Nurse (then
marry John McEnroe). "Woggy, Woggy, Woggy, I
can't wait to see you.

Horwood, Louise. Ferguson. 6 years. Rotary, Hoe!
"s 'nature. "
Hunt, Emma. McNeil. 5 years. "What've I got

next.~"

Hyde, Bronwen (Bron). Carmichael. 4 years. Home
Economics. "What was that.~"

T
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FROM LEFT TO RIGHl .

Johnson, Katherine (Kate, Snake). House:
Summers. Length of sentence: 5 years. Ambition: To
go to Marlboro Country. ''Aveagoyamug.''
Jones, Elizabeth (Wizzel). Baird. 5 years. To be
successful. "Well, we're . .. (Ian and I).
Jones, Kathryn (Kit Kat, Jonesy). McNeil. 5 years.
"y ooooool. "

Karlson, Felicity (Flick). Baird. 5 years. Cordon
Bleu, here I come' "Cordon Bleu, eat your heart oull"
Kennedy, Elizabeth (Liz). McNeil. 7 years. To be
the dalek in the A. B. C. shop. "Doch! Hello dere
Honky boy!"
Klug, Kim. Ferguson. 5 years. Nursing.
phone call, tell him.
"

"If I

get a

Korn, Jaqueline (Jackie). Baird. 2 years. Social
Work. ''He's so cute."
Law, Alice-Joye (A. J .). Stewart. 9 years. Psychology
or Speech Therapy. "Really?"
Leeming, Anne (Froggy). Carmichael. 5 years.
pig truck rolls up.

"If a

Lefroy, Kathleen (Kathy). Baird. 5 years. Urban
and Regional Planning, W.A.I. T. ''Are there any
post-boxes in Townsville?"
Loxton, Jennifer (Jenny). Summers.
Teaching. "Did you ride today.?"

5 years.

Luck, Kerry (Kerrence, Kezza). Baird. 3 years.
Medicine. "No one's turned up. "

Lum, Karen. Carmichael. 2 years. Business. "The
only one I remember is 'kick the bucket '. "
Martin, Tanya. Ferguson. 6 years. Film and Television. "You brazen hussy, you. "
Miles, Anna (Miles). Ferguson. 5 years. Science.
"Tubby's got a shoot!"

McCall, Elizabeth (Liddy). Ferguson.
Commerce, Law.? "I'm so hungry . ... "

4 years.

McCulloch, Caroline. Stewart. 5 years. To have
been there and done that. "Who's off to the Shents.?"
Maclean, Rowan. McNeil. 6 years. Tinker, Tailor,
Soldier, Sailor, Richman.? "Hi Lisa, hi Jodie, hi
Becky, hi Catherine . ... "
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FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:

McLoughlin, Beatrice (B). House: McNeil. Length
of sentence: Longer than fOT ever. Ambition: Escape.
"Don't be awful. ... "
McTaggart, Anna. Carmichael. 7 years. NeuroPathologist and full-time computational whizz kid.
"Let's not study tonight. "
Nelson, Annalisa. Ferguson. 12 years (stiff crime).
To survive without P. L. C. "Sweetums ".

orth, Fiona. Summers. 5 years. Nursing. "I can't
wait till next year. "
Oakley, Katherine (Katie). Carmichael. 5 years.
Try for Physiotherapy. "Where 5 my..
O'Connor, Alison (AI). Baird. 5 years. Physiotherapy.? "Life is one great big cynical joke. "

Osta, Aida (Ollie). Baird. 4 years. Move over Ronnie
Biggs. "Nudge, nudge . ... "
Palassis, Pippen. Ferguson. 5 years. Policewoman,
Air Hostess. "Sorry I'm late, Mrs. Ayres, but 1 missed
the bus. "
Palmer, Lisa (L.P.). McNeil. 2 years. Science at
U. W. A. then ride round Europe. "Isn't he lovely.~"

Pearman, Fiona. Stewart. 4 years, 1 term. To travel
everywhere, meet people and see things. "Alien
calling Bison. "
Peterson, Sharon. Baird. 5 years. To join the Foreign
Legion. "I've done so badly on that test. .. "
Pethick, Gina. McNeil. 5 years. Pharmacy, U. W.A.
"Pow. "

Phillips, Suzanne (Sue). Ferguson. 4 years. Nursing.
"I'm so sorry, oh sorry. "
Pratt, Philippa. Stewart. 7 years. To be Mrs. Gibson.
"Let 5 eat something. "
Proud, Michelle (Shell). Carmichael. 5 years.
Eternal holiday-maker. "So when are we going.?"

Purser, Suzanne (Kate). Baird. 5 years. Science,
U. W. A. ''Yaanaananaa!''
Quilty, Winsome (Winnie). Baird. 4 years. Agricultural Science. "This is probably a dumb question,
but . ... "
Quinlivan, Jennifer (Jen Q). Summers. 7 years.
Pharmacy. "I'm not coming to band tonight" (grin,
grin).
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FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:

Rankine-Wilson, Samantha (Samedi, Ramedi).
House: Summers. Length of sentence: 5 years. Ambition: Unit "Got my warm front on!"
Rayner, Vanessa (Van). Summers. 5 years. Medicine. "Oh noooo "
'
Reynolds, Fiona (Flossie, Flo). Carmichael. 5 years.
Nursing. "That's exxxcellent."

Rorrison, Lisa (Rorri). Baird. 5 years. To rid the
world of dermatologists. "Damn this 'Strawberry
Jam'.

n

Russell, Susan (Sue). McNeil. 5 years. Nursing.
"Goink!"
Samson, Roslyn (Ros). Baird. 5 years. Engineering or
whatever. "They're not bad. "

Sanders, Jane. Summers. 5 years. Millionaire wheeler
dealer. "Don't be ridiculous!"
Sands, Anthea. Baird. 2 years. Law, U. W.A. "Nuff
said. "
Seymour, Anne (Seymour). Stewart. 5 years.
Geography or Agricultural Science at U. W.A. "I'll
pass on that one. "

Shadbolt, Wendy. Summers. 5 years. Missionary.
''I'm going to get 100 per cent for these exams. "
-

Shepherd, Natalie (Sprats). Summers. 5 years. Nursing, P.M.H. or W.A.I. T. "Tops. . poor effort."

..

.. ""
•

'lIi

Silbert, Justine (Yussy). McNeil. 5 years. Unit "Don't
you want to hear my excuse.~"

Silbert, Nicole. McNeil. 4 years. Veterinary Science
at Murdoch. "Thanks sweetness. "

m "Let's

Slinger, Amanda. McNeil. 6 years.
something different, let's go to school. "

do

Smith, Naomi. Ferguson. 5 years. Science at U. W.A.
''At the minute . ... "

Stannard, Carolyn. Summers.
Designer. "I'm giving up Lit!"

6 years.

Fashion

Stevenson, Wendy. Stewart. 7 years. "Let's go back
to my house. "
Symes, Michelle (Spuddy). Baird. 2 years. Brain
Surgeon. "My turquarse Morris Minor. "
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FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:

Taylor, Clare. House: Carmichael. Length of
sentence: 2 years. Ambition: Haven' a clue! "Look at
all that tree you're wasting!"
Turner, Helen. McNeil. 5 years. Music Teacher.
"Gong!"
Turner, Melissa. Stewart. 11 years. To achieve the
impossible. "We just mucked around. "

Venerys, Helen. Stewart. 12 years. Ask Dad! "Do you
believe ia"
Walker, Rachel (Rach, Warpo). McNeil. 6 years.
A mbitionless. "Sorry I'm late but the kitchen's having
additions and.
"
Waddell, Julie (Jules). Summers. 7 years. To play
Olympic hockey for A ustralia. "I've got hockey. "

Ward, Brenda (Brenny). Ferguson. 2 years. Police
Force. "Kim . .. Kim . .. Kim . ... "
Watkins, Sally. Carmichael. 12 years. President of
the Bomb Dzsposal Squad. "I'm going home now. "
Wegner, Alison (Wally). Stewart. 5 years. I wanna
be a milkman just like my Dad. ''How rude!"

Wendt, Nicole (Dick). Baird. 5 years. I don't wanna
be a star, I wanna be a planet. "Can I've a biter
Williams, Felicity (Flip). Ferguson. 42JJ years.
Travel! "So long. "

Uni.~

Williams, Heather. Carmichael. 6 years. Australian
Ambassador to France. ''Hi, honey."

Willis, Amanda. Summers. 5 years. To be decalingual. ''Have you got that thing for Kookaburra.?"
Willmott, Sharon. Carmichael. 2 years. Biochemzst.
"I'm going to work thzs weekend. "
Wilson, Carolyn. Summers. 5 years. Medicine. ''[
like it, but I'm not fussed. "

Wilson, Elizabeth (Laze). McNeil. 4 years. Agriculture at Muresk. "Whatever blows your hair back!"
Winterton, Karen (Dolly P). Carmichael. 5 years.
Teaching. "For a change . .. let's have a night out!"
Wulff, Philippa (Pipsus). Baird. 5 years. Bachelor
of Business, W. A. I. T. "Forget it!"
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Mrs. Bonner
"Hurry up please girls, you're late."
Mrs. Rob.
"Ssh! You grublet ... it's a small
grub."
Mrs. Sumner
"Type thing."
"Stop organising your social life.
"I don't mean to be rude but. ... "

Mrs. Ward
"It may be ... to you mate but it's our
bread and butter."
"Louise! There's nothing more important than your chemistry."
Mrs. Staniland
"Good, good. Ssh girls ... or you'll be
in dire straits!"
"Now we're launching into a new
topic."

IS S"fILL NOr
C;OOD. "

Mrs. Kotai
'1e suis desolee d'etre en retard."
Mrs. McArthur
"Now let's hear from someone we
haven't heard from before."

Miss Rez"lly
"Oh you're incorrigible."
"Now you're in Year 12 you're almost
human."
Mrs. Hetherington
"Oh yes ... fabulous!"
Mrs. Matthews
"Now don't write this down, now
DON'T write this down."
"You can all do this, 1 hope you can all
do this."

Mrs. Ayres
"Move out girls."
Mrs. Easton
''I'm sick of people always trotting out
the same old cliches."
"Okay kids?"
Mr. Melm"lle
"I hope you didn't show it (the threefinger rule) to your grandmother."
"6,000 volts + Mr. M. = 1 don't really
like doing this."

Miss Harrington
"Okay? What?"

Mr. Rennie
"They shouldn't tell you that, it might
be illegal."
"Need a new method of sleeping?"
Mrs. Tyler
"We need some more secs here."
Mrs. Allan
"Let's all try not to talk for the last ten
minutes."

"Just call me 'Dad'!"

Mrs. Anderson
"Do you know what today is? It's payday!"
"You're out of uniform!"
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YEAR 12 DANCE
THE Year 12 Dance held earlier this year on the evening of Friday, 8th April,
was a marvellous occasion and enjoyed by all the avid dance-goers.
Much of its success was due to the tremendous effort of the mothers, whose main
task was to provide supper for the starving masses (mainly male) and to help with
the decorations.
The dance committee comprised a small number of highly motivated and
organised girls, who devoted many lunch-times to frantic suggestions from other
girls and to making the more important ones themselves. Their efforts were evident
on the night; they'd done a great job.
Everyone was thrilled to see the transformation the hall had undergone on Friday
afternoon. The beautiful blooms we'd spent hours creating were suspended from
the ceiling, intertwined with ivy over the walls and combined with colourful
streamers in various other nooks of the vast hall. Candles on the tables thankfully
took the place of bright lights and helped create a very pleasant atmosphere.
A dance would naturally be nothing without music and the Go-starts certainly
gave us that. By the end of the evening almost everyone was on their feet and having
a good time (even a few of the teachers!).
The Year lIs were on hand with drinks and a few amateur pho·ographers were
seen lurking around, ready for the more candid shots. Fathers also helped in the
difficult task of policing the exits.
So, thanks to all concerned, and best wishes to the girls for next year's dance. I
hope you have as much fun worrying over dresses and partners as we did.

VANESSA RA YNER
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YEAR 11 DANCE
AFTER weeks of preparation and debate about who to summon up enough
courage to invite and what to wear, the night, the 6th of May, finally arrived
and about 120 beautifully outfitted and partnered Year 11 girls crowded into
the gymnasium.
The school gymnasium had undergone a miraculous transformation and was
now ... literally ... heavenly! Pastel coloured clouds and bunches of coloured
balloons highlighted three beautiful rainbows and the cloudy effect of the
parachutes which gave us a low ceiling.
The foyer was colourfully bedecked in paper flowers, ballons and streamers. The
old Art Room was utilised as a supper room and it, too, looked lovely, having being
decorated in coloured balloons and streamers for the occasion.
Every person at the dance looked wonderful. Ethereal bodies floated around in
a wide array of colours and fabrics which fitted in marvellously with the
rainbow theme.
The band, the Perfect Strangers, provided a repertoire of great dance music.
Everyone had a good time expending their energy on the dance floor.
Thanks must go to Mrs. Gillett and her band of mothers for organising the
supper and to the fathers who assisted with "the raising of the parachutes" and who
kept an eye on the doors.
Thanks also to the groups of Year 10 boarders who served drinks and chips very
efficiently, and who kept an eye on us!
Special thanks to Mrs. Godwin for her mammoth effort in organising the dance
and standing at the door, and also to the Dance Committee.
Thank you, too, to all the decorators, dress-makers and dress-buyers of P.L.C.
Year 11.

DANIELLE BENDA

YEAR 10 SOCIAL
THIS year's Year 10 Social with Hale, Scotch and Christchurch boys from Years
10 and 11 was a great success, mainly due to the unparalleled organisational
powers of Mrs. Godwin, who, faced with the daunting prospect of a Year 10 social,
managed amazingly well.
Two D.J.s were employed for the night playing everything from Joan Jet to INXS,
much to the delight of everybody (including some of the more adventurously
co-ordinated teachers!). Decorations were scrounged from the Year 11 Dance
(bright rainbows and clouds) and created by all those inspired (or pushed) into
blowing up millions of balloons and unravelling yards of streamers. Food was
provided and brought by the girls, and cans of drink were given out with the kind
assistance of some mothers, who, along with several fathers (who supervised
entrances), did a wonderful job and contributed to the overall enjoyment of
the evening.
I'm sure I speak for all the girls who attended when I say that we enjoyed the
evening very much. Thank you to all who participated and helped. It was a
fantastic night!

KATE KELLY
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JUNIOR SCHOOL
AS USUAL, we look forward to a busy and interesting term, with Open Morning/
Orientation Afternoon for next year's new girls, and several plays and a ballet
to be enjoyed by Years Kindergarten to 7. The girls are also preparing for the InterHouse and Inter-School Athletics' Carnivals.
The School Fair and our Market Day allowed us to continue our fund-raising
efforts for the charities we support.
During second term, Year 3 presented a delightful musical, "The Elephant's
Child".
The year's activities will culminate with the Kindergarten Concert, the Church
Service and our Speech Night on Friday, 2nd December, with school finishing on
Tuesday, 6th December.
J. EVANS, Teacher-in-Charge

A Runner's Lament
I don't understand why I can't run fast.
My legs just won't accelerate.
All the others run right past.
They do it to infuriate.
I'd like to be fast
But I still come last.
I feel like I'm in the uphill lane
Whilst the others are running flat.
I run so fast I get a pain.
Why can't I stand on the winners mat?
I'd like to be fast
But I still come last.

BROOKE SHELDON, Year 6C

The World

House Officials
JANUARY TO JUNE

JULY TO DECEMBER

BAIRD-SUMMERS
Captain: Sarah Benney
Vice-Captain: Natalie Olsen
Year 6 Representative: Jane Lilleyman

BAIRD-SUMMERS
Captain: Christine Waddell
Vice-Captain: Sasha Boston
Year 6 Representative: Rachael Turnse

CARMICHAEL
Captain: Sasha Ezekiel
Vice-Captain: Melinda Coppin
Year 6 Representative: Brooke Sheldon

CARMICHAEL
Captain: Adrienne Dukes
Vice-Captain: Penny O'Dea
Year 6 Representative: Sasha Bosich

FERGUSON
Captain: Georgia Peart
Vice-Captain: Yana Korsgaard
Year 6 Representative: Julie Hicks

FERGUSON
Captain: Melissa Barrett
Vice-Captain: Kathryn Heaton
Year 6 Representative: Jenny Sears

McNEIL
Captain: Fiona Thunder
Vice-Captain: Alyssa Treadway
Year 6 Representative: Joanne Horrex

McNEIL
Captain: Mary McLoughlin
Vice-Captain: Ara Jansen
Year 6 Representative: Leanne Disley

STEWART
Captain: Kirsty Argyle
Vice-Captain: Kim Hughes
Year 6 Representative: Brigitte Watson

STEWART
Captain: Natasha Lee
Vice-Captain: Sally Rigg
Year 6 Representative: Mandy Ainslie

The world is like an apple whirling
silently in space,
With little worms running everywhere
called the human race.
It has a patch of green, a patch of
blue, a patch for red and war,
The blue and green are sympathy,
for those who walk and roam.
But then one day the world will be
just an apple core,
For all those bombs and diggings
there,
The apple will be no-more.
M. COPPIN, Year 7W

Dear God

Gold or Love.'?

Dear God, we thank you for the
glorious new day. We thank you for the
bees to give us honey and we thank you
for the sun that brightens our day up so
much. Amen.

Glittering, worthless gold
It lies in my hand
Like a piece of lead or stone,
We came out here to get rich.
Rich with gold,
And now we're rich we want more,
We want love.

STEPHANIE PRICE, Year 2

K. STANNAGE, Year 6
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Black as Black
Black is a mood
People thumping and banging
Red eyes,
Droplets of salty water hanging from
eyelashes.
Black can be threatening clouds
in the sky,
Coming together like a great
door closing.
Blocking out the sun,
Covering up any sign of cheerfulness
and gaiety.
Black can be sadness and mourning,
People saying goodbye for the last
time to their beloved.
Broken hearts, tears and sadness.
Black represents evil,
Witches on broomsticks
Wizards mixing a brew
Cackling over their wickedness.
Black is night
Quietness
The distant ringing of the
church bells
As I fall asleep dreaming of darkness.
B. MORRIS, Year 7

clogged-up world, full of worry and
sadness. I'm glad I don't suffer in a
world like this, with much misery and
pain to bear. I need time to think and
sort out problems, especially if they
have something to do with friends. You
can't think over these problems if
people are constantly coming up and
worrying you with new problems.
I like being alone, walking down to
the shops in the rain. Often I stop just
to look at the water flowing off plants
and trees, like tears off a face into a
clear pool of water. Ripples form in the
water and new clearer tears drop.
I like being alone in the garden on
warm sunny days, listening to the birds
squawk, chirp and play in the branches.
I listen to the hum of the bees and the
swaying sounds that the trees make. For
me it is never lonely at these times, but
what would it be like for the birds who
have to stay outside rain or shine.
I like being alone reading a book
until the words suddenly turn all blurry
and I drift off into dream-land. This is
another reason I like to be alone just so
you can let your mind and imagination
take you away to the land of dreams
where wishes come true.
S. COBBOLD, Year 7

No Choice
As the years have gone by,
We have no choice,
To go or to stay.
When man found our land,
He chased us, off away from our
homes,
And cut our houses in half,
Our friend we are sorry to say,
We had to bury today,
He died of sickness which brought,
The tiger to die-out
And that's how the tiger died out.
ABIGAIL WHITEMAN, Year 4

It Was Me
It's gone again
The fairies must love this house.
For when I need it, it has gone.
For when I don't, it is there.
Mum:
If you don't own-up there will

be trouble
For when I am through with you
You will wish you weren't alive.

The Snail

Being Alone
When I'm alone, blocked off from
the bustle of the world, I listen to the
quietness, so beautiful against the
sometimes ugly sounds clearly coming
painfully and loudly. My mind is
resting at ease and I think of the day's
happiness. I often wonder what it
would be like to never be alone, a sad

Slimy, slow.
Sluggish
Shell is its
own house.
Small.
Different kinds.
Eating leaves,
flowers,
shrubs,
spoiling Dad's garden.
Coming out,
when it rains.
Leaving a trail,
of slime when,
it slithers.
Falling prey
to big, black, crows.
K. HEATON, Year 7

Dad:
Just remember this warning from
me to you.
When you need something it won't
be there
From me to you, please own-up
and be
Truthful, honest and fair.

Sister:
I'll scream, I'll tell, I'l do anything
I have to
I'll get it back before this day
is through.
I'll check your rooms, I'll clean them
right out
I'll find it if it's the last thing I do.
Me:
It was me that did it, did it all.
Please forgive me once and for all.
N. X o URIS, Year 6
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City Christmas

Spring

Seasons

All the time the city lives
Its buildings seem to hum,
But at Christmas when you see
the lights
It's fun for everyone.

I woke up early one morning finally
it was spring the day I had been waiting
for. Spring is so green and sunny. Birds
whistle, bees hum, worms slide and
snakes slither.

Autumn
Leaves are falling,
red and yellow, gold and brown,
preparing for the snow that
will never come.

H. WILCOX, Year 3

Trees swing, leaves rustle, bugs jump
and flies buzz. Sun shines and the
wind blows and butterflies flitter.
Flowers bud, the water spring sparkles
and the dams fill. Paddocks get white
mushrooms growing over them like
snowflakes.
I love all these things so I like spring.

Winter
The rain is pouring,
dripping from the roof
glowing on the ground.
Relief from drought,
deliverance for all.

P. DICKSON, Year 5

The Hunt for the Harp
As the murderers walk along the ice
They do not care, they don't think
twice
They slaughter almost two hundred
a day
All they're worried about is the pay
And the mother watching her child
being kill'd
Watching knives jabbing and blood
being spilled
She sees her child being spill'd
She sees her child being dragged
away,
Not able to live for another day,
And all that remains is the ice,
red with blood,
And the memory of the first
killing thud.
To think-thousands of seal mothers
have been through this
Without even giving a good-bye kiss!

Summer
The sun is glowing,
everyone's trying to escape the
blazing heat.
Run for water, before drought
claims it all.

It's Only a Dream
It's only a dream! There a heary
screary monter by the door. I can feel
it's going to pouce on me eny minute.
I'll hide under my blanket till he's
gone. Wake up! wake up it's only a
dream said's mum but I think it's real.

J. BUNNING, Year

Spring
Life's all around
new lambs bleating, bees buzzing,
on the carpeted ground of
blooming flowers.

M. McLOUGHLIN, Year 7

2

The Dead Duck

P. HORWOOD, Year 4

,UJrry D~c.k plC\~ed with the

monsfurs.

In the air a little graceful
duck was swiftly flying,
Its beautiful colours glistened
like stars floating on the ocean.
Its feathers blew all about
in the light breeze, as
though it's gliding on a magic carpet.

Dead
Long black arms
reaching up towards the sky
crippled with age
crumbling from termites
Dying
crushed by the drought
not a speck of green
just
Long black arms becoming
blacker and thinner with age.

A. D'ARCY, Year 7

A big hunter comes with his
clothes all ripped, and spots
it with his sharp, bully
eyes and rubs his hands
together and licks his lips.
His boots as black as coal
and his heart heavy with sin,
his rifle raised and ready to kill.
Blood splattered everywhere
as the bullet hit its neck,
Feathers flew out from all sides,
The life of the duck had gone,
Up into the clouds.

V. COLLESS, Year 6
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SPORT
swimmer myself, it was a real thrill to
become so closely involved with the
swimming team. The atmosphere at
the carnival was electric because of this
year's close contest. As emotions ran
high among swimmers and supporters
there was no doubt that our performance was lifted by the splendid
encouragement from the girls in the
stand. I congratulate these girls for
combining with the team to ensure
P.L.C.'s success, so richly deserved
after the months of training and effort.

K. Luck (Sports Captain)

DURING my year as School Sports
Captain I have learned the true
importance of PARTICIPATION. "It is
better to have played and lost than
never to have participated at all" might
well be an appropriate motto for sport
at P.L.C. I believe that all sport,
whether for teams or individuals, helps
to build character because of the
necessity to strive to perform at one's
best, to co-operate with other people
(team members, staff, etc.), and to
respect the relevant regulations. I also
believe that the most important, but
probably the most neglected aspect of
sport is ENJOYMENT. If a person likes
what she is doing then it is much easier
to achieve success. In any case, as long
as that person puts in a 100 per cent
effort and enjoys it at the same time
then she is a winner! In this regard, I
sincerely thank the P. E. staff for not
forcing girls to do anything that they
did not want to do, and for providing
us with the utmost encouragement to
enjoy ourselves.
Sport this year was extremely
I'cwarding due to the enthusiasm, spirit
and success that P.L.C. enjoyed. One of
our major successes was, of course, our
victory in the Inter-school Swimming for
the record-making seventh consecutive
year. Although not a representative

P.L.C. also enjoyed success in winter
sports. We won the basketball and
hockey competitions again this year.
We had State representatives for both
sports with Julie Waddell (hockey)
making the headlines while playing
with the State senior women's side!
The hockey season ended with a
match against Oakham College (from
England) which was watched and
enjoyed by staff and girls. Another
major event on the sporting calendar
was the Inter-school Cross Country
Competition for which P.L.C. was the
hostess schoo!. It was a gruelling course
over which our team performed creditably. Thank you to the staff and Years
la, 11 and 12 girls who helped to make
it an efficiently planned and smoothly
run competition.
This year the system of inter-house
sport was changed as a result of
meetings held last year with the 1982
and 1983 Sports Captains. Although
the aim of inter-house sport is to give
all girls a chance of participating in
various sports, it was agreed that the
previous system of competition had
become too unwieldy and impractical,
and thus we chose to reduce the
number of games played. It was also
decided that P.E. teachers would
replace senior girls in umpiring games
so as to eliminate any suggestions of
unfairness or bias. Inter-house sport
had begun to deteriorate, but with the
new system I feel that his situation has
improved. It is a pity that there is little
su pport from other girls and staff for
the p'layers. I feel that the encouragement of more house spirit and support
for house teams is one area that still
requires improvement.

School and house splnt are an
important part of P.L.C. Perhaps
during a normal day there are no
obvious signs of unity or spirit. But it is
there! Events such as the inter-school
athletics or swimming arouse in all girls
a great spirit, girls who are proud to
belong to P.L.C.
"P.L.C. stand up high
Come and give your battle cry.
There are many people whom I have
thank. Firstly, many thanks to
Veronica Giles (1982 Sports Captain)
who "took me under her wing" last
year! A very big thank you to Mrs.
Pears for all her help, extra time,
encouragement and enthusiasm. She
will be sadly missed by all who have
been associated with her. I also thank
Misses MacFarlane and Oliveri and
Mesdames Chidgey, Flecker and
Rourke, who have continued to
persevere with us, and whose good
humour, concern, willingness and
encouragement are an asset to P.L.C.
Many thanks to Jane Terry (Year 11)
who developed a computer programme
for placing girls in divisions for the
inter-house swimming and athletics.
This has greatly reduced the time and
effort required in planning the interhouse carnivals. I am also deeply
indebted to the house sports captains
who made my job so much easier.
Their time spent encouraging (and
sometimes threatening) girls was a
great help.
to

Lastly, and probably most importantly, I thank the girls of the school for
their co-operation, school spirit and
PARTICIPATION. Keep it up!
"Every day's a running day,
A throwing day, a jumping day;
Every day's a winning day
With P.L.C. out in front!"
Best of luck to the sports women of
P.L.C. and special congratulations and
good luck to Jane Terry as 1984 Sports
Captain.
KERRY LUCK
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TENNIS
THIS year, P.L.C. tennis teams were
not as successful as in previous years,
but all girls enjoyed a competitive
season and excellent sportsmanship was
a feature of their game throughout the
competition.

The senior tennis teams' lack of
success was mainly due to the even distribution of talent and playing ability.
Although the Senior "A" team lost
every match, our spirit was undaunted,
and each week we had the renewed
hope of winning a match! (Incidentally,
the seniors lived in the dread that
the juniors would eventually challenge
them, though fortunately this never
occurred!)
Luckily, the juniors had much more
ability and had tremendous teams,
which resulted in the "A" team being
placed a close second and the "B" team
winning the pennant for their division.
The "A" team won every match until
the last, in which they faced a tough
struggle against Penrhos. Although
they lost, P.L.C. gave a fine display of
their excellent sportsmanship and court
etiquette. The overall ranking of the
juniors was second, which proves that
P. L. C. will be a force to contend with
in the years to come.
Thank you and congratulations to all
girls for their participation, and
a sincere thank you to Mrs. Flecker for
her time and patience while coaching
us, and for all her encouragement
and enthusiasm.
KERRY LUCK

Results
OVERALL
5th:
1st: M.L.C.
6th:
2nd: St. Mary's
7th:
3rd: Iona
8th:
4th: St. Hilda's

P.L.C.
Penrhos
].T.C.
P.C.

STATE TEAM
SELECTIONS
Julie Waddell-State Under 19
Hockey; State Open Hockey.
Jenny Marsh-State Under 16
Basketball.
Tiffanie Trail-Fifth in State Open
Diving Championships; third in age
group.

JUNIOR. Back row, left to right: S. Wishaw, F. Sutherland, J. Marsh, J. Seymour, A.
Gardner, E. Melville-Jones. Second row: J. Love, T. Manolas, A. Ferstat, G. Smith, A.
Clarkson. Front row: J. Sandilands, J. Hardie, K. MacGregor.

D.A.S. EXAMINATION RESUL TS
Distinction

Year 12
Carolyn Wilson
Amanda Willis
Clare Taylor
Sharon Petersen
Elizabeth Kennedy
Felicity Williams
Fiona North
Jenny Loxton

D
D
D
D
D
D
P
P

Year 11
Bronwen Luke
Fiona Dowling
Julia Morrison

P
D
D

= D;

Pass = P

Mariette Ramondt
Linda Baldwin
Liz Pethick
Emma Pinnock

P
P
D
P

Year 10
Stephanie van den
Hoek
Simone Hewett
Julie Reid
E. Melville-Jones
Cathy Robins
Rosalie Greay

P
P
D
D
D
P

Anthea Gardner
D
Anna Zwicky
D
Vanessa King
D
Mary Williams
D
and 2nd Prize
Debra O'Connor
D
Charlotte Smith
P
Ann Lapping
P
Suzannah Baldock
P

Year 9
Martina Mazzucchelli
Helen McLeod

D
D
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SWIMMING
THE Inter- house Swimming Carnival
was held during the second week of
first term. It proved very successful and
enjoyable with Ferguson winning over
Carmichael, then McNeil, Stewart,
Summers and Baird, respectively.
Champion girls for each year were:
Jane Dickson (Stewart), Year 8; Jodi
Phillips (McNeil), Year 9; Tiffanie
Trail (Carmichael), Year 10; Philippa
Evans (Ferguson), Year 11; and Nina
Fitch (Ferguson), Year 12.
YEAR 8. Back row, left to right: S. Christmas, B. Smith, K. Spencer, R. Horwood,
K. O'Connor, S. Evans, T. Kamien. Second row: K. McArthur, S. Hodby, G. Rodgers,
J. Jarrott, J. Dickson. Front row: S. Brayshaw, M. Hulcup, M. Lewis, R. Unsworth.

Carnivals were also held against
Scotch, J.T.C. and Newman College
and were not only good fun, but also
gave us the competition needed to
improve our times.
Following the Inter-house Carnival
the team was chosen for the Interschool Carnival and we settled down to
two weeks of hard, intense training.
Thanks everyone for all those early
mornings, lunch-times and afternoons
spent in the pool, and thank you to all
the parents for their support. It was
worth it!

YEAR 9. Back row, left to right: R. Cotton, J. Phillips, C. England, R. Kelsall, N. Muir,
M. Way, A. Broerse, G. Smith. Second row: F. Argyle, A. Somes, S. Herzfeld, A. Cox, M.
Limon. Front row: R. Stone, C. Chipper, P. Sears, M. Mazzucchelli.

"D" Day arrived all too soon. After a
"different" pep talk we all went home to
get nervous (including P.E. teachers!).
The atmosphere at Beatty Park that
night was electric, the girls in the
stands "going crazy" and the swimmers
"getting butterflies". Our divers
performed very well and then the
swimming began . . . . St. Mary's were
breathing down our necks the entire
night but we proved to have the
stronger all-round team and won the
majority of the relays, breaking many
records, and won the Year 8, 11 and 12
pennants, and finally won the trophy,
but also broke S1. Hilda's previous
record by winning the trophy for the
seventh consecutive year!
I think I'm speaking on behalf of
many of the swimmers when I say that
was one of the best nights of my life.

YEAR 10. Back row, left to right: T. Trail, F. Watson, N. Brown, J. Seymour, A. Jones,
Bowman, K. McCowan. Second row: A. Clarkson, S. Legge, P. Michael, A. Thomas,
K. Douglas. Front row: C. Robins, S. Ormonde, N. Day, G. Miller.

J.

Thank you to our fantastic P. E.
teachers, Mrs. Pears, Mrs. Chidgey,
Miss Tilley, Miss Allen-Williams and
Miss McFarlane for all their time and
coaching (we had them worried for a
while that night!). We couldn't have
done it without you.
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Thanks also to everyone who helped
with the party afterwards, and to our
cheer-leaders who led the cheering
so well.
A big thank you must go to my fellow
Year 12 team members who were
behind me the whole way. You were all
fantastic - thanks.
Well done, team, we won it through
a "team effort", and "will to win". I
knew we could do it!
Best of luck to all next year; I'll be
cheering for you.

DONNA HILL
(Swimming Captain)
YEAR 11. Back row, left to right: P. Watson, F. Russell, J. Hannon, P. Evans, J. Spencer, J.
Terry, P. Soo-Ho. Second row: E. Pethick, J. Crawford, S. Gordon, M. Rodgers, D. House.
Front row: M. Silbert, M. Christie, B. Luke, S. Kennealy.

~

......
,
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YEAR 12. Back row, left to right: G. Denny, S. Watkins, J. Denham, A. McTaggart, J.
Busby, F. Karlson. Second row: G. Pethick, N. Fitch, D. Hill, E. McCall, S. Fitzgerald. Front
row: D. Cook, L. Horwood, W. Stevenson.

SWIMMING CAPTAINS. Left to right: D. Hill, S. Gordon,
P. Michael, S. Herzfeld, G. Rodgers.

SWIMMING CHAMPIONS. Left to right: N. Fitch, P. Evans,
T. Trail, J. Phillips, J. Dickson.
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LIFE-SA VING
THE Life-saving Carnival this year
was on the 26th April, and was
held at the Bayswater Aquatic Centre.
The teams trained 16 times within a
two-week period_ Unfortunately P.L.C.
took no first positions, but took two
second positions, two third positions
and a fourth position.
Gratitude and special thanks to Mrs.
Pears and Mrs. Chidgey for giving up
their breakfast and lunch-times to train
us. Also thanks to Veronica who was an
extra big help!
Better luck to next year's team!

MICHELLE RODGERS

INTER-SCHOOL
LIFE-SAVING SQUAD
YEARS 9110. Back row, left to right: S. Foulkes-Taylor, P. Sears, A. Somes, A. Cox,
H. Stewart, L. Dorrington, K. Hay, M. Ludlow. Third row: C. Russell, A. Jones, A. Smith,
S. Rowe, T. Trail, S. Farr, M. Linton. Second row: S. Herzfeld, G. Smith, C. Kneebone,
L. Young, C. England, J. Phillips. Front row: E. Hawkins, S. Ormonds, R. Stone, M.
Mazzucchelli, G. Warden.

A nderson Cup
M. Dempster, M. Coppin, F. Thunder,
B. Morris, S. Ezekiel (Captain), J. Viol,
K. Hughes, A. Jansen, Y. Korsgaard,
M. Barrett, K. Argyle, S. Owen, N.
Lee, S. Benney, C. Waddell, G. Hull.

Year 6/5
K. Gray (Captain), B. Watson, J.
Horrex, B. Sheldon, S. Bickford, S.
Argyle, J. Sears, K. Davenport, K.
Barrett, A. Thunder, E. Mazzucchelli,
P. Dickson, K. Stannage,
. Xouris,
K. Ritchie, P. Gellard, L. Bolton.

Year 6 Curran Cup Team
B. Sheldon,
K. Gray.

J.

Horrex, B. Watson,

***
YEAR 8. Back row, left to right: K. Pinnick, L. McNamara, B. Smith, M. Wegner,
M. Sadler, A. Savic, S. Brayshaw. Second row: S. Hadley, S. Mann, W. Somes, S. Hodby,
J. Jarrott, J. Dickson. Front row: K. Paine, C. Sorenson, S. Bowman, H. Davis, K. Reid.

Many thanks to the girls involved for all
the hard work they have put in, in order
to compete.
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ATHLETICS
SERIOUS training for the Interschool Athletics Carnival began as
soon as school returned after the August
holidays. It was a fit and fighting team
that entered Perry Lakes Stadium on
the 8th October for the 1983 Independent Schools' Athletic Carnival.
P. L. C. gained a well-earned second
place behind arch-rivals M.L.C. who
won by a generous 112 points.
P.L.C.'s overall depth was good, and
the enthusiasm and effort that every
individual put in on the day was
tremendous. Unfortunately, P.L.C.
lacked the individual stars of M.L.C.
Congratulations must go to Yvette
Watkins (Year 8) who broke a record in
the 90 metre hurdles and to Justine
Silbert (Year 12) for winning the open
sprint double.
The Year 8s showed great promise in
winning their individual year trophy,
helped by an impressive win in their
first division relay. The Year lOs showed
a marked improvement by winning
their year trophy.

SENIOR. Back row, left to right: J. Terry, D. Benda, C. Barrows, K. Jones, F. Dowling,
J. Spencer, D. O'Connor. A. Ferstat. Third row: L. Edwards, S. Page, J. Lefroy, J. Marsh,
K. Miles, B. Hardie, K. Purser, S. Purser, R. Benda. Second row: J. Seymour, J. Bowman,
N. Brown, P. Sinclair, T. Trail, F. Watson, J. Hadley, R. Cearns, A. Morris. Front row:
J. Waddell, P. Orr, H. Turner, S. Watkins, M. Turner, J. Silbert, K. Luck, M. Eldrid.

Thanks to all the Phys. Ed. staff and
the extra coaches for the time and effort
they put into training the team. A
special mention must go to Mrs. Pears
for her continued support and the
enthusiasm she has given to the
athletics team over her three years
at P.L.C.
Good luck to the 1984 athletics team.

SALLY WATKINS

JUNIOR. Back row, left to right: J. Dickson, D. Heggart, P. Jones, M. Hutton, D. Gosden,
S. Brand, K. O'Connor, Y. Thornley. Third row: K. McArthur, A. Clarke, S. Wishaw,
K. McCusker, M. Linton, J. Dowling, F. McAlwey, S. Rankin. Second row: G. Brandenburg,
N. Fisher, E. Gasiorowski, S. Bowman, L. Newing. J. Bruce, T. Kamien, Y. Watkins. Front
row: J. Phillips, O. Turner, G. Smith, T. Manolas, L. Hay, K. Doncon, R. Cotton,
L. Lovelock.
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VOLLEYBALL
THE volleyball season got off

to a
good start this year. Most training
sessions had a very high attendance
level. During each training the girls
demonstrated a willingness to cooperate with the coach and other girls,
and good team spirit developed.

The teams displayed good sportsmanship when playing other school
teams, which was a credit to the school.
Although the senior teams performed
well and played enthusiastically in each
game, they were unfortunately up
against experienced sides. Congratulations to the junior teams who played
very well.
Our thanks must go to Mrs. Wright
who spent valuable time coaching and
supporting the teams.
Best of luck to the volleyball teams
who play next year.
KATE PURSER

SENIOR. Back row, left to right: K. Miles, M. Gregg, A. Miles, D. Benda, B. Ward,
S. Hamersley. Second row: J. Lang, E. Bryant, L. Palmer, A. Sands, K. Purser. Front row:
A. McTaggart, C. Barrows, B. Hardie.

Results
OVERALL
1st: St. Mary's
2nd: M.L.C.
3rd: St. Hilda's
lth: lona

5th: P.L.C.
6th: Penrhos
7th: J.T.C., P.C.

JUNIOR. Back row, left to right: T. Manolas, A. Brown, G. Castle, J. Seymour, J. Bowman,
K. Leighton, J. Hardie. Second TOW: J. Reid, A. Walker, J. Lefroy, R. Lapsley, T. Reid,
A. Gardner. Front row: S. Purser, R. Benda, K. Wilson.
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NETBALL
ALL this year's netballers were very
enthusiastic, especially the juniors
who came in such large numbers.
Unfortunately, they could not all be
placed in teams. The senior teams were
not very successful in terms of wins, but
they enjoyed themselves and never lost
their sense of humour.
Thanks must go to Mrs. Flecker who,
helped by Veronica Giles and Vanessa
Hill, tried to improve our fitness and
performance. The seniors gained
seventh place overall and the juniors
third place.
SENIOR. Back row, left to right: C. Morgan, K. Miles, A. Miles, A. McTaggart, C. Gilbert.
Second row: N. Griffin, J. Silbert, L. Palmer, L. Brazier, J. Crawford, F. Dowling. Front
row: B. Hardie, K. Luck, R. Walker, E. Bryant, H. de Burgh.

The Year 8s won both the "A" and
"B" pennants. Congratulations.
Good luck to next year's netballers.
Make sure you're fit (or Mrs. Flecker
will make you run around the block
instead of around the netball courts).

RA CHEL WALKER

JUNIOR. Back row, left to right: P. Voce, F. McAlway, M. Johnston, K. McCowan, M.
Way. Second row: F. Sutherland, J. Seymour, S. Purser, A. Burgess, S. Ormonde. Front row:
J. Bowman, M. Eldrid, A. Morris, T. Manolas, G. Smith.

YEAR 8. Back row, left to right: K. O'Connor, G. Rodgers, K. Spencer, S. Evans, M.
Wegner. Second row: J. Bruce, S. Bowman, K. Langdon, A. Andrew, M. Hutton. Front
row: K. McArthur, S. Brand, A. Easton, M. Lewis, S. Hadley.
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HOCKEY

P

RESBYTERIAN Ladies' College
have again shown great ability and
enthusiasm in hockey this year. They
have reached great heights, with the
school winning pennants in the Senior
"B" and "C" Divisions and the Junior
"B", "C" and "D" Divisions, as well as
Junior, Senior and Overall pennants.
One of our Year 8 teams also
performed well and shows great promise
for future years.
Thanks must go to Jenny Shanks who
"tried" to coach the Senior "A" and
"B" teams, and to Mrs. Chidgey and
Mrs. Pears for their untiring efforts
throughout the season.
Best of luck to the teams competing
in the future.

SENIOR. Back row, left to right: R. Cotton, C. Barrows, A. Willis, K. Purser, L. Cox, J.
Quinlivan, B. Hyde, J. Loxton. Second row: J. Terry, P. Orr, J. Lang, W. Shadbolt, S. Page,
B. Ward, S. Clement, L. Bremner, K. Johnston. Front row: G. Purser, S. Carter, J. Waddell,
D. Hill, S. Watkins.

JULIE WADDELL

CONGRATULATIONS to Julie Waddell
who made the Under 19 and State
hockey sides. Her brilliant performances in the recent national hockey
championships in Perth have resulted
in her being selected for the Australian
Under 21 side.

JUNIOR. Back row, left to right: C. Kneebone, J. Reid, N. Brown, H.Stewart, R. Kelsall,
R. Cotton, N. Muir. Second TOW: S. Hewett, T. Hicks, K. Wilson, P. Spencer, S. Laurisson,
G. Castle, J. Lefroy, C. Robbins. Front row: E. Melville-Jones, A. Scanlon, A. Brown,
J. Sandilands, A. Ferstat, S. Macliver.

WESTPAC MATHS
COMPETITION
SUMMARY
Year
7
8
9
10
11
12

Prize

1
1
1

Distinctions
3
24
8
18
8
7

Credits Entries
14
27
52
20
61
24
28
65
19
36
7
30

YEAR 8. Back row, left to right: A. Flint, N. Ferstat, P. White, S. Straton, J. Dickson,
K. Reid, C. Wilson, N. Fisher. Second row: S. Thunder, S. Gibbs, V. James, R. Unsworth,
I. Noble, M. Hulcup, M. Katz, J. Smith. Front row: E. Kerr, N. Bein, G. Brandenburg, ~.
Ramsey, K. Melville-Jones, S. Rankin.

BASKETBALL
BASKETBALL again went ahead
in "leaps and bounds" this year,
with P.L.C. becoming overall winners.
Training began before the May holidays and the first game was played in
the second week of second term. The
junior teams were again outstanding
and showed tremendous depth, as can
be seen by their eventual placings. The
senior teams were also successful
despite problems with numbers.
It was very encouraging to note that
P.L.C. was able to field five junior
teams against St. Mary's. Besides the
scheduled LG.S.A. matches, the senior
teams also managed to fit in games
against Hale and Scotch. (In these
games we also discovered a surprising
increase in spectator support!)

The basketball teams' successes can
be credited mainly to Miss McFarlane
and Dixie Marshall, whose time and
efforts were greatly appreciated by all
girls involved.
Lastly, I would like to thank and
congratulate all the girls for their attitude, enthusiasm, and playing ability.
Probably the most pleasing feature
of the basketball competition has been
the great improvement shown by so
many players.

SENIOR. Back row, left to right: K. Jones, V. Heath, A. Gellard, A. Miles, D. Benda.
Second row: C. Gilbert, C. Barrows, A. McTaggart, K. Purser, E. Wilson. Front row:
N. Staples, K. Luck, E. Bryant, C. Hatch.

KERRY LUCK

Results
1st: Senior "A"
2nd: Senior "C"
4th: Senior "B"

1st: Junior "A"
2nd: Junior "B"
Junior "C"

Overall: 2nd

Overall: 1st

fUNIOR. Back row, left to right: R. White, D. Edmunds, K. Doncon, K. White, L. Twigg,
J. Hardie. Second row: H. Gibbs, K. Wilson, J. Seymour, S. Purser, M. Linton, K. Leighton.
Front row: R. Benda, J. Marsh, N. Day, E. Hawkins, J. Bowman.
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SOFTBALL
S

OFrBALL this year got off to a great
start, with a good turn-up at the
early training session, despite the large
number of girls involved in athletics.
First-round results were good, with the
majority of P.L.C. teams winning their
matches. Although results since have
been varied, overall all teams have
performed very well. Enthusiasm and
participation has been great. The
Junior "A" in particular has proved to
be a strong team, with convincing wins
over some of the top teams.
Although the season is not quite
complete, P.L.C. stands to do very well
in the overall results.
Thanks to all those who participated
throughout the season.

SUE CLEMENT
SENIOR. Back row, left to right: S. Page, Cheng Lee Moi, D. Benda, M. Dickins, R. Cotton,
K. Miles, Wan Choon Kwok, J. Terry. Second row: P. Palassis, R. Stephens, J. Lang,
L. Vermeer, S. Wakelam, F. Cooke, S. Matthews, L. Bremner, N. Stevens. Front: G. Purser,
K. Abbott, A. McTaggart, A. Miles, S. Clement, K. Jones.

MATHEMATICS
AWARDS
Year 8 Math-O-Quest
Polyhedra, 1st Prize: Joanna Farrell, Miranda Hunt. Architecture, 3rd Prize: Helen
Davis, Jo Anne Jarrott. Puzzle Paper, 3rd
Prize: Joanne Farrell, Miranda Hunt.

Merit Certificates
Polyhedra: Danielle Heggart, Janine Bruce.
Number Sequences: Rachel Page. Sport:
Bernice Smith, Portland Jones, Katie
Pinnick.

Mathematics Talent Quest
JUNIOR DIVISION: YEARS 9 and
10-Free Choice, 2nd Prize: Mary
Williams. Number Sequences, 2nd Prize:
Susie Ormonde, Annalee Ferstat, Sara
Macliver. Mathematics in Sport, 3rd Prize:
Sorel Norlin, Emma Graham.
Benita Yau was awarded a Merit Certificate in the competition.

I.B.M. Mathematics Competition
Senior Division: Stephanie Hogg, $15 cash
prize. Merit Certificates: Elizabeth Kennedy,
Jane Perkins, Benita Yau. Junior Division,
Merit Certificates: Anna Zwicky, Felicity
Beck.
JUNIOR "A" and "B". Back row, left to right: S. Scanlon, P. Voce, K. Leighton, T. Reid,
S. Wishaw. Second row' A. Gardner, S. Ormonde, S. Purser, R. Egerton-Warburton,
H. Gibbs, E. Proud. Front row: G. Smith, T. Manolas, N. Brown, A. Ferstat, S. Macliver,
D. O'Connor.

Westpac Mathematics Competition
PRIZE WINNERS-Year 8: Janine Bruce;
Year 9: Fiona Grieve; Year 11: Benita Yau.
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GYMNASTICS
GYMNASTICS in 1983 has been
very successful and great fun.
Everyone showed great enthusiasm and
worked hard towards the competitions
at the end of second term.

Inter-school Cross Country
Competition was held at Perry
Lakes on the 5th August. The team
had been training every Friday morning since the beginning of June and
performed well. However, some of the
schools where cross country is regarded
as a major sport did better.
SENIOR. Back row, left to right: H.
Turner, M. Silbert, C. Clements. Front
row: N. Silbert, T. Trail. L. Motherwell.

I'd like to wish everyone good luck
for 1984.

CAROLYN CLEMENTS

INDIVIDUAL
1st: C. Clements
2nd: T. Trail
3rd: M. Silbert
3rd: S. Hodley
5th: H. Turner
6th: N. Silbert

Our best performances were in the
Year 8 and 9 divisions where Yvette
Watkins and Tiffany Manolas each
finished fourth (out of over 50
competitors). St Hilda's were overall
champion school from M.L.C., with
P.L.C. in fifth place.
P.L.C. was the hostess school this
year and thanks must go to the Phys.
Ed. staff and the Year 12 girls who
acted as officials. Tjl.eir organisation
and support were much appreciated by
everybody.

Results
INTER-HOUSE
1st: Carmichael
2nd: McNeil
3rd: Ferguson
4th: Stewart
5th: Summers
6th: Baird

CROSS
COUNTRY
THE

In the State School Girls' Championships, the Senior "A" did very well by
coming third, as the competition was of
a high standard, and the Junior "A"
came fourth.
Our thanks go to Mrs. McCallum
and Joe, as well as Shanta and Susheela
Dharmalingam for the time and effort
they put into coaching us.
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Special thanks to Mrs. Pears for her
time and effort in coaching the team.
JUNIOR ''A ". Back row, left to right: J.
Pearse, J. Phillips, G. Motherwell. Front:
W. Somes, S. Hadley, Y. Watkins.

Good luck to future P.L.C. cross
country teams.

SALLY WATKINS

I.G.S.A.
P. L. C. 4th Overall

JUNIOR "B". Back row, left to nght:
G. Smith, K. Pinnick, D. Hatch, R. Stone,
C. England. Front row: I. Noble.
CROSS COUNTRY. Back row, left to
right: S. Foulkes-Taylor, N. Brown, J.
Dickson. Second row: T. Trail, J. Lefroy,
R. Egerton-Warburton, Y. Watkins. Front
row: T. Manolas, A. Somes, G. Smith.
RHYTHMIC. Back row, left to right:
A. Clarkson, K. Bullock, K. McCowan, V.
Farrell, D. King, N. Fisher, D. Hatch.
Third row: K. Pinnick, M. Lang, J. Hadley,
M. Cotterell, B. Smith, G. Brandenburg.
Second row: M. Noble, C. Sorenson,
H. Stimson, I. Noble, E. Gebbie. Front
row: S. Frayne, L. Bouse, F. Beattie,
V. James.

W.A.YOUNG
WRITERS' AWARD
Year 8-10 Division (Poetry), 1st: Anna
Zwicky (Year 10); 2nd: Kate
McArthur (Year 8).
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SCHOOLCOUNCIL
The Moderator of the Uniting Church
in Western Australia
Mr. W. D. Benson, M.B.E., B.A., B.E.,
D.I.C. (Chairman)
Mr. B. K. Bowen, B.Sc.
Rev. H. Cox, B.A., B.D.
Mr. J. S. Finney, A.A.P.T.C., F.R.A.I.A.
Mr. W. L. Lapsley, F.C.A.
Mr. J. Y. Langdon, M.Sc. (Agric.)

Mr. J. C. Livingston, A.A.S.A., A.C.I.S.
Mr. A.J. T. Marshall, B.A., B.Sc., (Agric.),
Dip. Ed., A.C.I.V.
Rev. N. Milne, M.A., B.D., M.A.C.E.
Mr. R. D. Nichqlson, M.A., LL.M.
Miss J. Randall, M.A., Dip. Ed.
Mrs. A. Zubrick, M.Sc., M.A., L.A.C.S.T.,
M.A.A.S.H.

Old Collegians' Association Representatives
Mrs. G. Barratt-Hill
Mrs. F. G. Stimson
Life Members
Mr. F. G. Barr, B.A., Dip. Ed.
Mr. C. H. Snowden, F.C.I.V.
Miss M. Stewart
Secretary to the College
Mr. T. M. Gorey, F.C.A.

STAFF
Principal: Miss H. M. R. Barr, B.Ed.,
Dip. Ed. Admin., F.A.C.E., F.I.E.A.
Deputy Principal: Mrs. H. J. Day, B.A.,
Dip. Ed., L.Mus., L.T.C.L., A.A.S.A.,
M.A.C.E., M.I.E.A.
Senior Mistress: Mrs. B. Godwin, B.A.
(Hons.), Dip. Ed., M.A.C.E., M.I.E.A.
Mistress-in-Charge, Junior School: Mrs. H.
J. Evans, Cert. in Ed. (Lond.), B.Ed.,
M.A.C.E., M.I.E.A.
Chaplain: Rev. D. E. Williams, Dip. Div.
(Qld.), C.F.
A CADEMIC STAFF
(Full-time and Part-time)
Mrs. D. J. Allan, Dip. Teach.
Miss E. Allen-Williams, B.Ed.
Mrs. D. A. Allsopp, B.Sc., Dip. Ed.
Mrs. D. I. J. Anderson, Teach. Cert.
Mrs. H. Atchison, Teach. Cert.
Mrs. K. Ayre, B.Sc. (Hons.), Dip. Ed.
Mrs. M. L. Best, Teach. Cert.
Mrs. L. M. Betts, B.A., Dip. Ed.
Mrs. S. E. Bonner, B.A. Ooint Hons.),
Cert. in Ed.
Miss M. I. Boucker, Dip. Teach.
Mrs. G. M. Bull, Dip. Home Sc., Teach.
Cert., M.A.C.E.
Mrs. W. Chidgey, Teach. Cert.
Mrs. S. Church, B.A., Dip. Ed., A.S.D.A.
Mrs. A. G. Conroy, Dip. Teach.
Mrs. L. Conway, Teach. Cert.
Mrs. M. R. Davies, Dip. Teach., Grad.
Dip. (Reading)
Mrs. J. R. Easton, B.A., Dip. Ed.
Mrs. M. Flecker, Dip. P.E., Teach. Cert.
Mrs. K. Frichot, B.A., Teach. Cert.
Mrs. L. R. Goldflam, Teach. Cert.
Mrs. D. M. Grant, Dip. Ed.
Miss C. M. Harrington, Dip. Teach.
Mrs. D. M. Haustead, B.A., Dip. Ed.
Mrs. M. Healy
Mrs. H. J. Heptinstall, B.Sc. (Hons), Cert.
Ed., Dip. Lib. Stud.
Mrs. H. E. Hetherington, B.A. (Hons.)
Mrs. V. K. Hutcheson, B. Bus.
Mr. W. K. James, ex-Navy Bandmaster
Mrs. S. M. Jarvis, A.C.I.A., Cordon Bleu
Mrs. S. Jenkin, B.A., Dip. Ed.
Mrs. M. M. Jolly, Dip. Bus. Stud., Dip. Ed.
Mrs. E. Kenworthy, B.A., Teach. Cert.
Mrs. P. J. Kotai, B.A., Teach. Cert.

Mrs. V. Louden, Dip. Teach.
Mrs. D. McArthur, B.A., Dip. Ed.
Mrs. A. McElroy, Dip. Teach.
Miss J. L. McFarlane, Dip. Teach.
Mrs. J. A. McMahon, Teach. Cert., Grad.
Dip. Media
Mrs. G. Marsh, Teach. Cert.
Mrs. G. Matthews, B.Sc. (Econ.), Dip. Ed.
Mrs. J. B. Mell, Dip. Occ. Therapy
Mr. D. M. Melville, B.Sc., Dip. Ed.
Mrs. B. Mills, Dip. Teach., Grad. Dip.
Teach. Remediation
Mrs. E. M. Milne, B.Comm., Dip. Ed.
Mrs. M. L. Page, L.Mus., L.T.C.L.
Mrs. J. A. Papineau, Dip. Teach. (First
Term)
Mrs. A. T. Pears, Dip. P.E., Teach. Cert.
Sec.
Mrs. C. F. Pidgeon, M.Sc., Dip. Ed.
Mrs. S. Rankin, B.A., Teach. Cert.
Mr. R. S. Rennie, B.Sc., Dip. Ed.
Miss M. J. Reilly, B.A., Dip. Ed.
Mrs. J. Robison, B.A., Dip. Ed., Dip.
Lib. Stud.
Mrs. G. M. Routley, Teach. Cert.
Mr. D. J. Ruddle, B.Ed.
Mr. B. Rust, Instrumental Teacher,
Reg. Viet.
MissJ. Sharp, B.Sc., Dip. Ed.
Mrs. A. Smith, B.A., Dip. Ed.
Mrs. P. Smith, B.Sc., Dip. Ed.
Mrs. C. M. Staniland, B.A., B.Ed.
Mrs. C. A. Sumner, B.A., Dip. Ed.
Mr. D. R. Tait, Dip. Teach.
Miss D. L. Tilley, Dip. Teach.
Miss S. Tyler, B.Sc., A.R.A.D.
Mrs. S. Tyler, B.A., Dip. Ed.
Mrs. S. Ward, B.Sc., Dip. Ed.
Mrs. M. L. Williams, Dip. Teach. Grad.
Dip. (Reading), M.A.C.E.
Mrs. N. J. Wood, B.A., Dip. Teach.
Miss P. A. Wright, B.A., Dip. Ed.

Visiting Instructors
Mr. J. Cook, Flute, Clarinet, Saxophone
Mrs. M. Gadsdon, A.Mus.A., Piano
Mr. J. Harrison, Dip. Teach., A.Mus.A.,
Oboe
Mr. A. Marshall, Tennis
Mrs. F. McCallum, Gymnastics
Mrs. A. Miller, Bagpipes
Mrs. M. Miller, Pipe and Drums

Mrs. B. Robinson, A.R.C.M., M.I.M.T.,
A. T .M.A., Stringed Instruments
Mr. W. Tattersall, Drums
Mr. B. Weekes, Guitar
Mrs. M. Williamson, Singing

School Counsellor
Mrs. J. Crooke, B.A., M.A.P.S.
Library Staff
Mrs. B. M. Shield, B.Sc., Senior School
Librarian
Mrs. E. C. Smith, Ass. Dip. Lib. Med.,
Library Technician
Mrs. A. West, Library Clerical Assistant
Mrs.J. E. Edmunds, B.A., Dip. Lib. Stud.,
Junior School Librarian
Mrs. A. Macliver, Junior School Library
Clerical Assistant
Ancillary Staff
Mr. C. Prater, Clerk of Works
Mr. D. Burge, Dip. App. Sc. (Chern.),
Laboratory Technician
Mrs. D. O'Hara, Laboratory Assistant
Mr. R. Pelham, Head Groundsman
Mrs. I. Hann, Kindergarten Aide
Miss E. Stenhouse, Kindergarten Helper
(part-time)
Office Staff
Mrs. J. Hedemann, Personal Assistant and
Secretary to Principal
Mrs. J. Kennedy, Registrar
Mrs. G. Simmonds, Accounts
Mrs. M. Flower, Office
Mrs. D. Lee, Receptionist/Telephonist
Mrs. D. Salmon, Bookroom
Senior Boarding House Staff
Mrs. P. Horton, S.R.N., Assoc.
He. Ed., Supervisor
Mrs. P. Hatch, B.Sc., Dip. Ed.
Mrs. M. Whitehouse
Mrs. A. Coupland
Mrs. M. J. Cameron
Mrs. H. Cumming (First Term)
Mrs. B. Dennis
Mrs. G. Larcombe (from May)
Nursing Sisters (part-time)
Mrs. J. P. Norris, S.R.N.
Mrs. A. Stead, S.R.N., C.M.B.
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